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"Cherry Hill East – A caring community of scholars with a lifestyle of kindness striving for excellence in all that we do."

Dear Scholars of the Class of 2014:

The memory that I will cherish for a lifetime is being your principal for the School Year 2013-14. You immediately accepted East’s new Vision Statement; “Cherry Hill East, a caring community of scholars with a lifestyle of kindness striving for excellence in all that we do.” Not only did you accept it, you became exemplary role models for others to emulate. You have earned the noble position of “scholar” by your academic achievement and behavior.

I sincerely hope that each of you will continue to seek knowledge, skills, share with others, and live a lifestyle of kindness and gratitude. I hope you will remember my words of wisdom to you regarding your attitude and the profound influence it has on your life. Life often gives you whatever you expect from it. Hence, expect the best in everything, remain upbeat, seek solutions in any problem, believe in yourself and hold on to hope.

The quality of your life and the duration of your success depend on your attitude, and you are the only person in this world with the power to make it better. Dr. William Glasser said, “If you want to change attitudes, start with a change in behaviors. In other words, begin to act the part, as well as you can, of the person you would rather be; the person you most want to become.”

Scholars of the Class of 2014, as you leave the East School community of scholars, please know that you have our best wishes for continued success. We, the faculty and staff, have done our very best to prepare you to be successful in your next step on life’s journey. We hope that you will hold fast and pursue your dreams. Your dreams can give you direction, increase your potential and assist you in prioritizing what is best for your success.

Peace.

Dr. Lawyer H. Chapman
Dear Members of the Cherry Hill East Class of 2014,

It is hard for me to believe that our four years together is coming to an end. It seems like just yesterday that I was welcoming you to East at our Freshman Orientation. I told you then that your time here at East would go quickly. Little did I know just how fast those four years would pass. It is hard for me to believe that our time together is over.

The growth that you have shown during these four short years is amazing. You came through the doors at East as Freshman with your eyes wide in awe and amazement. While you were here you showed just how well-rounded you are. You excelled in all areas; academics, athletics, drama and music. You demonstrated your sense of community by your participation in many areas including Blood Drive, F.O.P. Party, Adopt-a-Grandparent, Habitat for Humanity and numerous other causes. Now, you leave East as mature, young adults who are ready to take on the world.

If there is one piece of advice that I can leave you with as you leave Cherry Hill High School East it would be to embrace the responsibilities you will have so you can grow as a person. Take responsibility for owning everything in your life. If you do something, "own it." Look in the mirror every day and evaluate how you are living your life. If you do not like what you see, have the courage to change it.

It has been my pleasure to serve the members of the Class of 2014 during your journey through high school. I wish all of you the very best in everything you do. Go forth and make East proud, make your family proud, but, most importantly, make yourselves proud.

Good Luck!

Bernie O’Connor
Boys' State and Girls' State

Boys' State

Christian Butts, Jared Dashevsky, Sagar Desai, Peter Lewis, Frankie Rossetti, Christopher Yeh

Girls' State

Erica Atkin, Sheldon Goodwin, Alexandra Maresh, Jordan Parent
Board of Education

Steven Robbins, Eric Goodwin, Colleen Horiates, Elliott Roth, Seth Klukoff, Dr. J. Barry Dickinson, Dr. Maureen Reusche (Superintendent), Kathy Judge (President), Carol Matlack (Vice President), Sherrie Cohen

RYLA & Board of Education Representatives

Ross Peterzell, Sierra Doolin, Thomas Hudson

Sagar Desai, Lydia George-Koku
Class of 2017
"WE ARE THE NEW GENERATION OF COUGARS!"
Jacquelyn Abrams
Jesse Abrams
Samantha Abrams
Justin Accardi
Naa Kalee Adjabant-ankrah

Delilah Alonador
Annalisa Ahmed
Prince Akhtar
Sandra Alex
Lillian Allen

Rachel Allen
Kasly Almonte
Cory Ambrosino
Aryanna Anderson
Nels Anderson

Jose Andino
Ethan Arcaroli
Arman Aston
Nithish Baba
Keith Babitz

Kelly Babitz
Kevin Babitz
Ryan Bach
Carrie Baeckstrom
Sofia Baer

Sara Bahamon
Viktoria Baikovskaia
Eiryn Baker
Matthew Balmer
Gilad Bar

Omri Bar
Jessica Barr
Tyler Beasley
Marisa Beauchemin
Nathan Bell
Liel Daniel  
Danielle Deal  
Emily Dehart  
Danielle Daterville  
Olivia Deutsch

Evan Devera  
Jarod Devos  
Lindsey Di Martino  
Joseph Diantonio  
Quinn Dickinson

Hope Dickson  
Zachary Dilks  
Joshua Dillon  
Jessica Do  
Samuel Donsky

Katherine Doyle  
Jordan Driessen  
Alison Du Bois  
Rebecca Dubin  
Xhebrail Duka

Brianna Dumont  
Mallory Eaton  
Jackson Edelman  
Lauren Edson  
Rory Edwards

Jordyn Elkan  
Tahila Encarnacion  
Eva Eng  
Michael Escareal  
Salman Fakhri

Sydney Faria  
Greer Field  
Taegan Field  
Courtney Finnegan  
Kevin Flanagan
Hannah Goldberg  
Alon Goldfinger  
Samuel Goldman  
Benjamin Goldsmith  
Elise Goldstein

Samantha Goldstein  
Andrew Goncharov  
Jaymee Gonzales  
Jamie Goodwin  
Gabrielle Grocius

Julie Grayson  
Brooke Greenberg  
Alexis Greenwald  
Melissa Greenwald  
Matthew Grillo

Nicholas Grillo  
Olivia Gross  
Hannah Gruber  
Shayna Gutin  
Jeffrey Haaz

Kathryn Habina  
Julia Hablak  
Zachary Hall  
Elizabeth Hallinan  
Jack Hampton

Samuel Han  
Benjamin Hand  
Claire Handley  
Renee Handley  
Alexa Happ

Michael Harrish  
Adiya Harohalli  
Joanna Harrell  
Adam Hauck  
Emily Heller
Wendy Lin
Spencer Lincoln
Michaela Lippert
Ann Lipsett
Christian Litus

Jessica Liu
Andrew Lochbihler
Elizabeth Loesner
Taylor Lolacono
Kimberly Longa

Yehvin Ma
Yichuan Ma
Jordan Madrid
Bianca Maggio
Kristen Magasin

Asher Maitin
Dominic Maloney
Valerie Martin
Tytiana Mathis Irizarry
Faith Mayfield

Ryan McCann
Alexis McCallum
Elijah McLean
Miles McLeod
Yash Mehta

Marc Meltzer
Sara Messinger
Nir Metal
Tia Michel
Cedric Middleton

Emily Millspaugh
Rachel Mindel
Molly Miraglia
Samantha Mitchell
Hafsah Mohammed
Megan O'Rourke
Aiden Onono
Matthew Oberstaedt
Sung Kwang Oh
Justin Ok

Aira Onate
Michael Onu
Maryia Oreshko
Jaclyn Orlando
Patrick Ownbey

Jennifer Pacitti
Zachary Padersky
Bianca Park
Ina Park
Jamie Park

Kenneth Park
Livana Park
Sarah Park
Emma Parker
Tyler Parsons

Biral Patel
Khushbu Patel
Shivane Patel
Haley Pawliczek
Jessica Payne

Nikhita Pejavara
Nicole Perez
Elizabeth Perlman
Francis Petalino
Madison Phillips

Madison Phillips
Evan Pierce
Rachel Pierce
Leon Pintel
Daniel Pleat
Ethan Staiman
Brandon Starkman
Devon Stevens
Joseph Stine
Nasir Subhar

Youkyoung Sul
Alicia Swain
Daniel Swartz
Ryan Swenson
Natalie Tagland

David Tai
Ryan Taylor
Zahoor Tayyab
Christian Termine
Manasi Thirumooorthi

Erica Thurberg
Emma Thurman
Chase Tinsley
Maxwell Tolpin-Steele
Zylasia Torres

Katherine Trauger
Brooke Treiman
Brielle Triano
Vivian Trieu
Danya Trommer

Kenta Tsukamoto
Kyle Tumando
Rutaiachanok Tutjamnong
Simon Uvaydov
Lucas Valladares

Andrew Vanase
Timothy Vargas
Lily Vaughan
Jonathan Vaughters
Benjamin Vaupen
Joanna Wisniewski
Christopher Witting
Julia Wolf
Julie Woods
Emma Wooten

Jesse Wu
Karli Wulwic
Xueshan Shan Xia
Lia Yamamoto
Dana Yi

Aaron Young
Alexander Young
Victoria Young
Allya Yu
Ethan Yu

Alexandra Zarifis
Filanna Zarifis
Allyson Zouh
Jonathan Zilberfarb
Nicholas Zipf

Cleo Zografos
Christopher Zubrzycki
Frank Zucker

Freshmen Class of 2017
Class of 2016
WE ARE EAST!
WE ARE 2016
Nasrat Abdali  
Adam Abrams  
Jamie Ackerman  
Rachel Ackerman  
Rebecca Adap

Alanna Al Bakhit  
Alice Alfano  
Salvatore Alfonsi  
Jennifer Andalora  
Ryan Anderson

Steven Angelastro  
Rodine Anglade  
John Aningalan  
Zachary Apell  
Kedarnath Arge

Matthew Armendinger  
Rumaysa Asim  
Ahroya Augustine  
Shreshth Awadhiya  
Kathryn Aylesworth

Amna Ayub  
Jake Babroff  
Daniel Bachal  
Samuel Balakas  
Noah Barch

Amanda Borg  
Novae Barnes  
Jonah Barnett  
Joshua Bartel  
Nevin Beasley

Alexa Beatty  
Rachel Becker  
Juliet Bender  
Katia Bennett  
Ian Bernard
Baillie Dougherty
Leah Downie
Jesse Dubrow
Danielle Dunoff
Nhan Duong

Sebastiano Duva
Matthew Dye
Vanessa Earley
Andrew Ebenezer
Marli Ehrlich

Pierce Elliott
Brittany Emmel
Dante' Encarnation
Kyle Encarnation
Farrukh Ergashev

Christopher Estrada
Anna Marie Evenosky
Adi Eylon
Harrison Faulsett
Ryan Federline

Samuel Feliciano
Ashley Ferrante
Sean Finias
Mitchell Finkelstein
Arianna Fiorini

Jason Fisch
Eric Flanegin
Kristen Fleming
Joseph Forte
Zachary Fox

Lara Friag
Rachel Friedman
Miku Fujita
Michael Funari
Alise Furman
Matthew Kelley
Pierce Kenny
Amanda Ketterer
Alexander Kim
In Kyung Kim

Katelyn Kim
Nayoung Kim
Sojin Kim
Benjamin Kimball
Eric Kinner

Leah Korn
Daniel Kornak
Phillip Korth
Yael Kortarsz
Nikola Kosaric

Abigail Kramer
Sinja Kriete
Aaron Krivchenia
Katarzyna Krzton
Aditya Kuntamukkula

Aileen Kwok
Phillip Lakernick
Sabah Lala
Sanobar Lala
Victoria Lam

Brandon Lamorgia
Valentina Larosa
John Lass
Marissa Laura
Mildred Lavigna

Nicolette Lovito
Ally Lazarus
Samantha Ledvin
Eugene Lee
Jonathan Lee
Diana Oriehowsky
Rachel Polito
Emilia Panara
Kshama Parekh
Sergio Parsi

Cole Parsons
Nina Parsons
Rahie Patel
Raj Patel
Sasha Patil

Michael Patrizi
Vincent Pedata
Meredith Peltzman
Marlena Penn
Miguel Perez

Timothy Perry
Zoe Peterzelli
Parker Petroff-Rims
Rachel Pham
Kimberly Phillips

Sahas Pinninti
Alexis Frenoglu
Noah Podolnick
Adam Polikoff
Allison Pollock

Gil Pomerantz
Matthew Potts
Sarah Potts
Emma Poulishock
Renee Powers

Nisha Prajapati
Jordan Pugh
Gianluca Pugliese
Eric Purcell
Amir Raja
Vivian Tran
Jack Tremper
Jennifer Trieu
Thomas Trieu
Maya Tsukamoto

Laura Turkienicz
Benjamin Turner
Anthony Ucciferri
Kyle Ungerleider
Yoav Varadi

Vignesh Vasu
Vimalesh Vasu
Alejandro Velez
Amelia Verrecchio
Marcos Villa

Yamalis Villegas
Noah Vineberg
Tien Vo
Zachary Volm
Samantha Waldman

Jonathan Wallace
Jake Walsh
Luke Walton
Gavin Wechsler
Benjamin Weinberg

Brandon Weinberg
Ashley Weiner
Yoni Weiss
Zachary Wentz
Carly Wetzler

Joshua Whiteley
Sarah Whity
Zachary Wilkes
Johnyre Williams
Sara Wolfgang
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Kendall Boardman
Nikola Bojer

Luke Bonanni
Sydney Boory

David Bosso
Devin Bourne

Adel Boyarsky
Ryan Boyle

Jeffrey Braun
Katherine Braunstein

Rachel Brill
Rafaela Brinn
Armando Briscella
Ezra Brooks
Joshua Brown
Bryan Burt

Jae Stephanie Burton
Zachary Buttr
Olivia Calabrese
Janaira Calale
Marisa Camacho
Colton Cardeo
Samantha Carson
Allison Carusi
John Casey
Jordin Cassell
Rachael Cavener

Christian Celto
Phillip Chehct
Hannah Chen
Sayom Choudhury
Timothy Cintron

David Clark
Brielle Clearfield
Richard Clivcr
Lauren Cohar
Amber Cohen

Haley Cohen
Joshua Cohen
Lewis Cohen
Morgan Cohen
Rachel Cohen

Rebecca Cohen
Dayvon Coleman
Genna Coleman
Jillian Coleman
Brent Collins

Nadine Concepcion
Anthony Cook
Anthony Cornatzer
Brian Currieri
Sreya Das

Zachary Dawson
Matthew De Malo
Alexandra Deas
Jason Decker
Alexander Deitch
Alyssa Dellavecchia
Rachel Denbow

Joshua Dera
Sujay Desai

Stephanie Di Nunzio
Lorna Diamond

Alexis Diaz
Tristan Dickinson

Julia Dintino
Michelle Divito

Sydney Donovan
Dianne Dublado
Drew Duboff
Max Duboff
Ian Dunn
Lisa Duong

Melissa Duong
Ilaina Edelstein
Tegan Edwards
Sarah Elshereif
Jeffrey Eng
Jamal Epps
Erika Estrada
Rochaet Ettore
Erica Evans
Julianna Fabricius
Aleksandr Fadeyev

Amanda Feldman
Lauren Feldman
Daniel First
Raleigh Flach
Colin Flatley

Hannah Fliegel
Matthew Fontanilla
Kayla Fox
Peter Frank
Valerie Fresta

David Friedman
Lauren Furlow
Jonathan Garcia-Olmedo
Xiuvee Geng
Ryan Gericke

Harley Getson
Angelina Giannopoulos
Collin Gibbons
Chance Gibson
Adriana Godwin

Aliyah Godwin
Alexa Goldberg
Sarah Goldberg
Benjamin Golden
Zachary Goldstein

Samantha Goodwin
Eric Gorenstein
Logan Gormley
Lindsay Gorsen
Dane Grabowski
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christian Lidel</td>
<td>Anne Lin</td>
<td>Emily Lisner</td>
<td>Amanda Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Lochbihler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaeri Loh</td>
<td>Benjamin Loe</td>
<td>Amanda Lorenz</td>
<td>Luke Lubrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Lucca</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timonty Lum</td>
<td>Steven Lyons</td>
<td>Suhvin Ma</td>
<td>Angela Maeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Magnus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gil Maissof</td>
<td>Natalia Majut</td>
<td>Jerome Malayan</td>
<td>Tuba Maqbool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marchetti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Markel</td>
<td>Daria Martin</td>
<td>Deanna Martin</td>
<td>Zaxlee Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luisa Martins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Matteo</td>
<td>James Mattimore</td>
<td>Odaia Mazahreh</td>
<td>Carly Mazer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan McCance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence McCay</td>
<td>Brittany Mccollum</td>
<td>Rebecca McCormack</td>
<td>Keenan McElwee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly McGee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Iyonna Parkinson
Lauren Patane

Maity Patel
Pooja Patel

Cassidy Pawlczek
Raquel Peck

Jessa Chrisma Pedro
Serano Pellegrino

Nikolas Peralta
Ibinye Peterside

Sarah Peterson
Jonathan Pezzner
Tiffany Phan
Alyssa Phelan
Brianna Pielch
Leanora Pintel

Alyssa Poletti
Lauren Poletti
Melissa Pooner
Cullin Poresky
Emily Potash
Elizabeth Poits
Class of 2015

Christopher Wong
Kevin Wong
Benjamin Woods
Jessica Wright
Jinglan Wu

Rong Xiang
Sabrina Yango
Brittany Yesner
Louis Yeung
Samuel Yoon

Erika Young
Nicole Young
Reece Young
Jonathan Zablatski
Andrew Zaleski

Nicole Zaso
Lisa Zhang
Rui Zhang
Shuheng Zhang
Bonnie Zheng

Nancy Zheng
Michael Zilberfarb
Samantha Zive
Ivo Zivkovic
Hayley Aaronson
"Whistles up." - Hotch

Aaron Abrams
"Winners never quit and quitters never win" Theater (1,2,3,4)

Rachel Adap
"I give all the glory to God. The glory goes up to Him and the blessings fall down on me" - Gaby Douglas
Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), Winter Track (3,4), Fellowship of Christian Athletes (1,2,3,4), Filipino Culture Society (1,2,3,4), East Singers (3,4)

Marissa Adler

Farah Ahmed

Alexa Ahramjian

Amit Alboher
"If you don't have any shadows, you're not standing in the light." - Lady Gaga
PAVAS (4), Powder Puff (3,4), SGA (4)

Natalie Alfano

Genesis Almonte

Victoria Alonso

Olivia Altman
"Don't be afraid to be amazing." - Andy Offutt Irwin
Cheerleading (1,2,3,4), Key of She (4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Chantsoni (3), East Singers (4)

Nethania Andre
"Someday everything will make perfect sense. So for now laugh at the confusion, smile through the tears, be strong and keep reminding yourself that everything happens for a reason." - John Clayton Mayer
Soccer (1,2), FOP (1,4), East in Action (3,4), African American Club
David Aningalan
"Live inspired, die fulfilled."
Football (1), Wrestling (3,4), Filipino Culture Society (1,2,3,4)

Leah Annarelli
"This life tends to do the unexpected, so live in
the moment with the people that give you the
most to remember." - One Tree Hill

Molly Apple
"I'll be there for you, cause you're there for me
too" - The Rembrandts
Theatre (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (3,4), Mime
Company (2,3,4), Chanson (3,4), East Singers
(4), Madrigals (3,4)

Scott Appleman
"This is real mystic and all but uh... do you have
anything to eat?" - Spike Spiegel
Swimming (1,2,3,4)

Alexis Aquino
"The greatness of a man is not in how much
wealth acquires, but in his integrity and his ability
to affect those around him positively." - Bob
Marley
FCS (3,4)

Erica Atkin

Eric Babitz
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares
The Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future."
Jeremiah 29:11
DECA (2,3,4), Ultimate Frisbee Club (1,2,3,4),
Chess Club (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4),
Freshman Wind Ensemble (1)

Mark Bacolod
"When you want to succeed as bad as you
wanna breathe, then you will be successful." - Eric
Thomas
Filipino Culture Society (2,3,4), Wrestling (3,4)

Cheyanna Baker
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are
thy matters compared to what lies within us." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
Art Club (1), Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4),
African American Culture Club (1,2,3,4), FOP
(2,3,4), Powder Puff (3,4)

Talia Balakirsky
"In the end, it's not the years in your life that
count. It's the life in your years." - Abraham
Lincoln

Dana Barth
"It's not about what you've done, it's about what
you're doing. It's all about where you're going no
matter where you've been."
Soccer (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,4), Blood Drive (3,4),
Habitat for Humanity (1,2,4), Baseball Manager
(1,2,3,4)

Brooke Beatty
"I hope you always forgive, and you never regret,
and you help somebody every chance you get." -
Rascal Flatts
Soccer (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4),
S3A (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4)
Kyle Beauchemin
"Most days of the year are unremarkable. They begin and end with no lasting memory made between. Most days have no impact on the course of life." - (500) Days of Summer Vocal Workshop (2,4), Concert Choir (3), East Singers (4), Casual Harmony (4), Stay Tuned (4), Soccer (1,2,3,4), Wrestling (1,2,3,4), Track and Field (1,2,3,4), FOP (2), Student Ambassador (2), KEY Club (4)

Vanessa Bell
"It's not how you start; it's how you finish" Softball (2), African American Culture Club (1,2,3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), Track (4)

Alexandra Belz
"There are no shortcuts to any place worth going" - Beverly Sills Wrestling Manager (1,2,3,4), Cheerleading (2), FOP (1,2,4), Environmental Club (4), Fellowship of Christian Athletes (4), East Students Against Tobacco (1,2,3), Powder Puff (4)

Devon Bender

Stephen Benigno
"It's better to be busy than to gain satisfaction from the idle." - David Allen Baseball (1), Spring Track (2,3,4)

Adam Bergen
"Keep the dream alive: hit the snooze button." Golf (1,2,3,4), SGA (3), DECA (2,3,4), FOP (3,4)

Daniel Berkowitz
"Don't let school interfere with your education." - Mark Twain

Ryan Berlin
"Size matters not. Look at me. Judge me by my size; do you? Hmm? Hmm. And well you should not." - Yoda Drama Department (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (2,3,4), East Singers (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), PAVAS (4)

Madeline Berman
"You can fight without ever winning, but never ever, win without a fight" - Rush Cross Country (2,3,4), Winter Track (2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), DECA (2,3,4), SGA (1,2,3,4)

Jose Berrios
"Success is only meaningful and enjoyable if it feels like your own." - Michelle Obama Wrestling (1,2,3,4)

Adam Bienstock

Levon Bigelow
"A life lived for art is never a life wasted" - Macklemore - Lacrosse (3,4)
Sarah Birchmeier
"The two most important days in your life are the day you are born, and the day you find out why." - Mark Twain
Basketball (1,2,3,4), Softball (1,2,3,4), Field Hockey (2,3,4), East Students Against Tobacco (3)

Michael Blatt
"When I meet a European, the first thing I say is "I'd rather watch football than football." But I'm just teasing them, and they know I'd really rather watch football than football." - Jared Kintz
Soccer (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), SGA (2,3)

Maxwell Bliss
"Procrastination is like a credit card: it's a lot of fun until you get the bill." - Christopher Parker
Robotics Club (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), KEY Club (4)

Austin Block

Evan Bloom
"I think, for the most part, if you're really honest with yourself about what you want out of life, it gives it to you." - Ted Mosby, How I Met Your Mother
SGA (2,3,4), Soccer (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), DECA (3,4)

Shari Bodofsky
"Learn the rules like a pro, so you can't break them like an artist." Art Club (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), Quills and Keys (2,3,4)

John Bohem
"You doodle, me Spongebob!" - Doodiecob
Drum Line (4), Volleyball (1)

Joshua Bonner
"I'd rather die enormous than live dormant." - Shawn Carter
Varsity Basketball (1,2,3,4), African American Culture Club (3,4), Latinos at East (4)

Michael Borinski
"Do not try and bend the spoon. That's impossible. Instead... only try to realize the truth." - The Matrix
Programming Club (2,3,4), Robotics Club (3,4), Video Game Club (3,4)

Benjamin Borokhovsky
"When you notice how perfect everything is, you will lift your head back laugh at the sky." Lab Band (1,2,3), Chamber Ensemble (2,3), All South Jersey Band (1), Jazz Band (4)
Student at Rowan's Medical Science Academy (4)

Thomas Bourne
"You're not hardcore unless you live hardcore." - Dewey Finn, The School of Rock
Soccer (1,2,3,4), Casual Harmony (3,4)

Anastasia Bowes
Joshua Boyce  
"Waaazzzzupppp" - Shorty Meeks

Sarah Braciszewski  
"You're not right about everything, nobody is."  
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Vocal Workshop (1), Choirs (2), Symphonic Band (3)

Michael Brambilla  
"The virtue is in the struggle, not the prize."  
Baseball (1,2,3,4), Ultimate Frisbee (1,2,3,4)

George Breen  
"Ride into the danger zone"  - Kenney Loggia
Ultimate Frisbee Club (3), Blood Drive (4)

Jessica Brenner  
"Be happy with the person you are and don't let anyone tell you otherwise."  
Marching Band (1,2,3,4)

Benjamin Breslau  
"In learning, you will teach, and in teaching you will learn." - Phil Collins
Environmental Club (5,4), Model UN (3,4), Science Olympiad (2,3,4), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4)

Evan Brody  
"You'll have bad times, but it'll always wake you up to the good stuff you weren't paying attention to." - Good Will Hunting
Fall play (1,2,3,4), Spring Musical (1,2,3,4), One Acts (2,3,4), Mime Company (2,3,4), East Singers (4), Stage Crew (1,2,3,4)

Jonathan Brown

Kevin Brown  
"I'm just chillin"  
Wrestling (3,4)

Matthew Buchberg  
"Be yourself no matter what others may think of you."  
Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Marching Band (1,2,3,4)

Matthew Buono  
"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is not path and leave a trail." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

James Burke  
"You can tell the size of a man by the size of thing that makes him mad." - Adlai Stevenson
Football (1,2), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Programming Club (3), Student Association Global Action (2)
Maya Butler
"If things were easy to find, they wouldn’t be worth finding at all." - Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close
Swimming (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), FOP (2,3,4), DECA (4), Environmental Club (4)

Cameron Butts

Christian Butts
"It is better to light a candle than to curse the dark"
East Singers (2,3,4), Casual Harmony (2,3,4), Model UN (3,4), Spanish Club (2,3,4), BAGA (2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Thea Camba

Chelsea Campbell
"Whatever you do, work all it with all your heart, as working for The Lord, not for men." - Colossians 3:23
Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Track & Field (1,2,3,4), African American Club (1,2,3,4), Key of She (2,3,4)

Courtney Capehart
"When you take risks you learn that there will be times when you succeed and there will be times when you fail, and both are equally important." - Ellen DeGeneres
Soccer (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), PAVAS (4)

Michael Capilato

Kimberly Cardenas
"All we have to do is decide what to do with the time that is given to us." - J.R.R. Tolkien
Model UN (1,2,3,4), Marching Band (1,2,3,4)

Hunter Carey

Katie Carlson
"As you wish." - Westley, The Princess Bride

Maureen Carroll

David Caton
Izabella Catrambone

"An arrow can only be shot by pulling it backward. When life is dragging you back with difficulties, it means it's going to launch you into something great. So just focus, and keep aiming." - Joseph Campbell

Theatre (2,4), Powder Puff (3,4)

Marina Ceneviva

"Follow your bliss and the universe will open doors where there were only walls" - Joseph Campbell

Ski Club (1), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Bock Club (1,3)

Cianni Cepeo

Michael Cerota

"It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it" - Aristotle

Football (1), Basketball (1,2), Powder Puff Coast (3,4)

Lolita Cezair

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on." - Robert Frost

Dana Chafetz

"Something is amiss." - Rock Climbing (1,2,3,4), Art Club (2,3,4), Robotics (3,4)

Aaron Chan

"If you don't know who you are or what you're reading this, but if you don't remember who I am just know that I was awesome." - Volleyball (1), Break Dancing Club (1,2,3,4), Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4), Badminton Club (3,4)

Erika Chaux

Harshleen Chawla

"Change is the only constant in life." - Future Doctors of America (1,2,3), Indian Cultural Society (2,3,4), DECA (2), Vocal Department (1,2,3,4), Economics Club (3,4)

Simon Chen

"Someone who can't sacrifice anything, can't ever hope to change anything." - Agape Christian Fellowship (1,2,3,4), Anime Society (3,4), Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Ran Chetrit

"A clean conscious is the softest pillow." - Wrestling (3), JSU (1,4)

Weslie Chiu

"The place where you made your stand never mattered, only that you were there and still of your feet." - Break Dancing Club (2,3,4), Spanish Club (3,4), Badminton Club (3,4), Scholar (4), Orchestra (1,2), Cross Country (1)
Daniel Cominotto

Jake Cominsky
"You can dream about it, or you can go out and make it happen."
Soccer (3,4)

Joseph Cook

Romell Corpuz
"Tell me more about yourself. Are you a boy or a girl?" - Prof. Oak
Break Dancing Club (1,2,3,4), Badminton Club (1,2,3,4), Filipino Culture Society (1,2,3,4), KEY Club (3,4), Scholar (4), Tennis (3,4)

Andrei Creanga
"The nation that makes a great distinction between its scholars and its warriors will have its thinking done by cowards and its fighting done by fools." - Thucydides
Wrestling (2,3), Vietnamese Culture Club (5)

Kenneth Culler

Sean Dan
"The diameter of your knowledge is the circumference of your activity." Robotics (1,2,3,4), Korean Culture Club (4)

Aaron Daniel

Jared Dashevsky
"Maroo?" - Polo
DECA (1,2,3,4), Cross Country (1,2,3,4), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), SGA (2,3,4)

Srihari Datla
"Be proud... but never satisfied." - Vegeta
Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Yu-Di-Oh Club (1), Programming Club (2,3,4), Anime Club (2,3), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Robotics Club (4), Classics Club (3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4)

Shane De Guzman
"Show me a good loser, and I'll show you a loser." - Uncle Lombardi
Football (1,2,3,4)

Sagar Desai
"Do or do not... there is no try." - Yoda
Board of Education Representative (4), SGA (1,2,4), Debate (1,2,3,4), Science Olympiad (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), FCB (1,2,3,4), Bear Appreciation Club (3,4)
Kenneth Deterville
"I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I ended up where I needed to be." - Douglas Adams
DECA (3,4), Track and Field (1,2,3,4), Adopt A Grandparent (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Blood Drive (3,4), East In Action (2,3,4)

Sabrina Deutsch

Zackary Di Amore
"You can do anything you set your mind to." - Eminem
Football (1,2,3,4)

David Di Cesare

Francesca Di Colandrea
"Some infinities are bigger than others" - John Green, The Fault in Our Stars

Nicholas Di Eva
"For it's one, two, three strikes, you're out, at the old ball game"
Baseball (1,2,3,4)

Matthew Di Patri

Lara Di Pietro

Alyssa Di Santi
"Stay awake, get a grip and get out. You're safe from the weight of the world, just take a second to set things straight" - All Time Low
Swimming (1,2,3,4), Sources of Strength (3)

Joy Dickson
"The purpose of art is washing the dust of daily life off our souls" - Pablo Picasso
Color Guard (1,2,3,4), Coffee House (2,3,4), Art Club (1,2,3,4), PAVAS (4), Quills and Keys (2), ESAT (1,2,3,4), Alex's Lemonade Stand (2,3,4)

Dillon Dohanicz
"I heard Breaking Bad is good. I just never watched it."
Chess Club (2)

Sierra Doolin
"You fail to recognize that it matters not what someone is born, but what they grow to be." - Albus Dumbledore
Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), EASTSIDE (2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), Student Ambassador (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4)
Erin Dougherty
"It's about not really knowing anyone close to you who can help you, and being really lucky enough to finding people who you just meet randomly, who can take care of you until you can take care of yourself." - Lana Del Rey

Sara Downie
"Working hard is important, but there's something that matters even more: believing in yourself." - Harry Potter

Kathryn Dubois

Samantha Dunoff
"They say nothing lasts forever; dreams change, trends come and go, but friendships never go out of style." - Sex and the City
Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), SGA (1,2,3), Lacrosse (1,2), DECA (2,3)

Claire Durelli

Oleksander Dzhurbiy

Rachel Ehrenberg
"You can't fulfill your dreams unless you dare to risk it all." - Michael Levin
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Road Crew (3,4), Heart 2 Heart Club (2,3), Woodwind Quintet (4)

Samantha Elkan
"The wisdom is in the trees not the glass windows." - Jack Johnson
Field Hockey (1,2,3), Track & Field (2), FOP (1), SGA (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3), Lacrosse (1)

Daniel Espinoza
"This bacon smells like band aids." - Walt Jr.
Swimming (4), Ping Pong Club (1), Programming Club (1)

Sarah Evenosky
"Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement." - Helen Keller
FOP (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4)

Jason Fabi

Tyler Faimon
Maxwell Faye
"We're here to put a dent in this universe. Otherwise why else would we even be here?" - Steve Jobs
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Madrigals (3,4), DECA (2,3,4), Stage Crew (1,3,4)

Tyler Felix-Spayd
"You can't swim.
Wrestling (3,4)

Lawrence Feng
"Play life on hard mode." - L.R.
Multicultural Day (2,3,4), Science Olympiad (3,4), SGA (4), Orchestra (1,2,3,4), KEY Club (4), Philadelphia Youth Orchestra (3,4), Community Service (1,2,3,4)

Wesley Ferrante

Daniela Figueroa-Cerda

Jessica Filippone

Julianna Fox
"Free Sosa"
Football (1), Wrestling (4)

Andrew Foy

"I wish you way more than luck." - David Foster Wallace
Cheerleading (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4)

Andrew Friedman
"Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited, whereas imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating progress, giving birth to evolution." - Albert Einstein
Tennis (4)

Jordan Friedman
"To learn to succeed, you must first learn to fail." - Michael Jordan
Baseball (1,2,3,4), FOP (4)

Zachary Friedman
"It's all about who you know." - Dale Doba
Basketball (1,2), SGA (2,3,4)
Kimberly Fritz
"I'd rather change hearts than turn heads." - Proverbs 31:30
Crew (1), Inspirations East (1)

Sarah Furnari
"I don't know if you've ever noticed this, but first impressions are often entirely wrong." - Lemony Snicket
The Key of She (2,3,4), Stay Tuned (3,4), Chansons (2,3,4), East Singers (3,4), Thespian Society (3,4), Mine Company (1,2,3,4), Theater (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,4), Boys Volleyball Manager (3)

Ludwig Van Gabriel
"Our greatest fear should not be of failure but of succeeding at things in life that don't really matter." - Francis Chan
Filipino Culture Society (1,2,3,4), Badminton Club (4), Fellowship of Christian Athletes (4)

Tyler Gamble

Temuulen Gansukh
"Don't let schooling interfere with your education" - Mark Twain
DECA (1,2,3,4)

Jenny Gao
"Once upon a school day, dreary, while I studied, weak weary..." - Darwin's SAT II Literature
Blood Drive (2,3,4), Future Doctors of America (2,3,4), Cross Country (1,2,3,4)

Lydia George-Koku
"When I stand before God at the end of my life, I would hope that I would not have a single bit of talent left and could say, 'I used everything you gave me'" - Erma Bombeck
Board of Education Representative (4), Project SUCCESS (2,3,4), Mine Company (3,4), Model UN (3,4)

Therapon Georgiou
"Things happen either you learn from it and move on or you don't and you stay there forever." Robotics Club (1,2), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Field (1,2,3,4), Football (3), Soccer (1)

Lana Gerstein

Takeyon Gibbs
"These are the best four years of your life." Winter Track (2,3), Spring Track (2), Soccer Manager (2), African American Culture Club (4)

Jordan Gilber
"Never give up on something; keep fighting for it." Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4)

John Gilmour
Joseph Girone
"I've failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed." - Michael Jordan
Track & Field (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (4)

Aaron Goldberg

Sophia Goldman
"Don't worry, be happy." - Bob Marley
Soccer (1, 2), Swimming Manager (1, 2, 3), Ski Club (1), DECA (1), Powder Puff (3, 4)

Chloe Goldstein
"I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel." - Maya Angelou
Theatre (1, 2, 3, 4), EASTSIDE (3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Environmental Club (4), KEY Club (4), French Club (3, 4)

Jordan Gomer
"Good things come in small packages." - Nate Robinson
East in Action (1, 4), Ultimate Frisbee Club (1, 2, 3, 4), KEY Club (4), YEARBOOK (3)

Bianca Gonzalez
"Life is short, live it. Love is rare, grab it. Anger is bad, dump it. Fear is awful, face it. Memories are sweet, cherish it." - Soccer (1, 2), Habitat for Humanity (3, 4), Ski Club (4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

Shelden Goodwin
"I am and always will be the optimist, the holder of far-fetched hopes and the dreamer of improbable dreams." - Doctor Who
Field Hockey (1, 2), History Club (3, 4), Classics Club (4), Model UN (4), Symphonic Band (2, 3)

Dana Gordon
"Though she be but little, she is fierce." - Midsummer's Night Dream
Theatre (1, 2, 3, 4), Chantsons (4), Mime Company (2, 3, 4), Environmental Club (4)

Divakara Gouda

Abraham Granoff
"Every day, I'll be there, right on your shoulder rooting for you." - Matthew Granoff
SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), EASTSIDE (4), DECA (1, 2, 3, 4)

Matthew Grazioli

Steven Green
"If it's can change, n' you's can change than, we's all can change." - Rocky
Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Cross Country (1, 2)
Ian Griffiths

Music puts everything you wish you could say into words and melody. Music takes the moments you'll never forget and makes them permanent. - Stephen Gomez

Shayna Grinbergs

William Groble

"Neil Armstrong, that spaceman, he went to the moon but he ain't been back. It can't have been that good." - Karl Pilkington

Programming Club (2,3,4)

Shane Haar

Tyler Haaz

"You cannot add more days to your life, but you can add more life to your days." - Francisco Tennis (1,2,3,4), Art Club (3,4), Stage Crew (1,2,4)

Zachary Hamm

"Dreams are hopeless aspirations, in hopes of coming true. Believe in yourself, the rest is up to me and you." - Waterfalls Theatre (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (3,4), Soccer (1), PAVAS (4)

Monica Handley

"I never look back, darling. It distracts from the now." - Edna Mode, The Incredibles

Jonathan Harris

"You won't ever succeed if you don't even try." Basketball (1), Soccer (1), Programming Club (3,4), Anime Club (3,4), Volleyball (3,4)

Katherine Harris

"Be someone you'd like to be around." Swimming (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Choir (2,3,4), Beatles of East (3,4), SGA (4), Environmental Club (3,4), DECA (4), Bridge Tutoring (2,3,4)

Kristen Hearn

"Life is like a coin. You can spend it any way you wish, but you can only spend it once." - Lillian Dickson

Yoga Club (3,4), Peer Tutoring (3,4)

Jamie Heier

"Yes, my mom is Mrs. Heier and yes I know she is awesome and you love her." French Club (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2), Softball (1,2,3,4)

Sidney Heier
Nicholas Heinze  
"Nobody expects the Spanish Inquisition. Our chief weapon is surprise...surprise and fear...surprise, fear, and ruthless efficiency. Our three weapons are fear, surprise, and ruthless efficiency and our almost fanatical devotion to the Pope...our four...I'll come in again." - Cardinal Ximenez

Lauren Herman  
"Be more concerned with your character than your reputation, because your character is what you really are, while your reputation is merely what others think of you." - John Wooden

Emily Hinlicky  
"May the wind under your wings beat you where the sun sails and the moon walks." - J.R.R. Tolkien

Vocal Department (1,2,3,4)

Noah Hinrichs  
"Don't you worry, don't you worry child. See heaven's got a plan for you." - Swedish House Mafia

School Event DJ (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), SGA (1)

Abby Hoffman  
"Do not allow people to dim your shine because they are blinded. Tell them to put on some sunglasses." - Lady Gaga

EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), FOP (1,4), Concert Choir (3), Chansons (4)

Max Hoffman  
"All I need is an audience. I'm an exhibitionist." - Catcher in the Rye

Fall Show (1,2,3,4), Spring Musical (1,2,3,4), One Acts (1,2,3,4), Madrigals (2,3,4), Casual Harmony (3,4), SGA (1), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Stay Tuned (3,4), Thespian Society (3,4)

Tess Holtzman  
"Life is a pile of good things and bad things, but it is important to remember that the bad things don't always spoil the good things and make them unimportant." - Doctor Who Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (2,3,4), GSA (1,2,3,4), PAWAS (4)

Harrison Hones  
"I have tried to live my so that my family would love me and my friends respect me. The others can do whatever the hell they please." - John Wayne

Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Model UN (4)

Sharish Hoque  
"I have my dessert first...I just don't see the point in waiting. I mean, what if I die while eating my entree." - Remember Me

Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Swimming (1,2,3,4), Anime Club (4)

Lydia Huber  
"I wish there was a way to know you're in the good old days before you've actually left them." - Andy Bernard

Swimming (1,2,3,4), EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), String Orchestra (1-2), DECA (4)

Thomas Hudson  
"Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall." - Confucius

Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Programming Club (2,3,4)

Stephen Huff  
"Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall." - Confucius

Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Programming Club (2,3,4)
Gabrielle Hummel
"Let not the darkness deter you from searching for a source of light, for one is always present somewhere"
Theater (1,2,3,4)

Grace Hwang
"Beginnings are usually scary, and endings are usually sad, but it's everything in between that makes it all worth living"  
Korean Culture Club (1,2,3,4), Vietnamese Culture Club (3), FCS (3,4), Multicultural Day (1,2,3,4)

Dillon Impagliazzo

Gregory Incollingo

Ciela Isaacson
"Always be a first rate version of yourself, instead of a second rate version of somebody else." - Judy Garland

Sumun Iyer

Sivan Jacoby

Alan Jarvis
"The sweetest fruit is always that which you grow yourself."
Programming Club (2,3,4), Science Olympiad (3,4)

Marie Jemas
"Someday doesn't exist, never has and never will. There is no someday. There is only today. Whether you think you can or you think you can't, you're right." - Shary Carl

Theresa Johnson
"Don't let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game because good things come to those who believe. Better things come to those who are patient and the best things come to those who don't give up." - A Cinderella Story  
Baseball Manager (1,2,3,4), Swimming (2,3), Spirit Week (3,4), Vocal Department (1,2,3,4), Powder Puff (3,4)

Jency Joji

Sarah Kahn
"You don't love someone for their looks or their clothes or for their fancy car, but because they sing a song and you can hear." - Oscar Wilde
Theater (1,2,3,4), Chantons (2,4), East Singer (3,4), Belles of East (2,3,4), Officer (4), Cum Laude (3,4), PAVAS (4)
Erica Kalinowski
"Always look on the bright side of life." - Monty Python
Art Club (1,2,3,4)

Ariel Kamen
"Your heart knows what's good for you. Let your heart show you the way." - Mulan
Tennis (1,2,3), Spirit Week (3,4), Powder Puff (3,4), Vocal Department (1)

Jake Karasik
Programming Club (2,3,4), Robotics Club (4), Chemistry Club (1)

Emily Kates
"Life would be a million times better if there were pinatas strategically placed throughout the day." - Art Club (1,2,3,4), Mime Company (2,3,4)

Harleen Kaur
"It is our choices that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities." - Albus Dumbledore
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Model UN (2,3,4)

Samantha Kell

Francis Kelly

Philip Kelly

Daniel Kenny

Nabiha Khan
"To have dreamed is to have lived and, at the end of the day, that is what I will remember the most." - Chansons (2,4), East Singers (3,4), Indian Culture Society (1,2,3,4), Islamic Culture Society (1,2,3,4), Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4), Multicultural Day (1,2,3,4)

Sehrish Khan
"The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched - they must be felt with the heart." - Helen Keller
Indian Cultural Society (2,3,4), Islamic Cultural Society (2,3,4), Interfaith Club (3)

Emilia Kij
"Believe in yourself. You are an ancient absent god, discussed only rarely by literary scholars. So if you don’t believe, no one will." - Welcome to Night Vale
Costume Crew (2), Demogorgon (3,4), SGA (2)
Daniel Kim
"If you keep on believing, the dream that you wish will come true." - Cinderella
Tennis (3,4), KEY Club (2,3,4), Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Korean Culture Club (1,2,3,4)

Hyerin Kim
"Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God; I will strengthen you, I will help you, I will uphold you with my righteous hand." - Isaiah 41:10
Pit Orchestra (1,2,3), Korean Culture Club (3,4)

Marvin Kim

Catherine King
"The only thing about quotes on the Internet is that you cannot confirm their validity." - Abraham Lincoln
Demogorgon (4)

Evan Klein
"I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I intended to be." - Douglas Adams
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Lab Band (1,2), Pit Orchestra (2,3,4), Symphony Orchestra (3,4), Jazz Band (3,4), Jazz Standards (3,4), Robotics Club (1,2,3,4), Programming Club (3,4), Cum Laude (4), Research in Science (2,3,4)

Monica Klimek
"Goodbye? Oh no, please. Can we just go back to page one and start all over again?" - Winnie The Pooh

Nikita Klinisovs
"Success is how high you bounce when you hit the bottom." - George S. Patton

Anna Komar
"C'mon you can do better than that!" - Sirius Black
Chansons (2,4), Concert Choir (3), East Singers (4), Ballroom Dancing (1,2,3,4)

Arisa Komatsu
"Freedom is not worth having if it does not include the freedom to make mistakes." - Mahatma Gandhi
Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Multicultural Day (1,2,3,4), Environmental Club (4), East in Action (1,3,4)

Megan Kotzen

Conrad Kramer
"I don't anything, but I know that everything is interesting if you go into it deeply enough." - Richard Feynman
Soccer (1,2,3,4), Robotics Club (1,2,3,4), Programming Club (1,2,3,4)

Gillian Kramer
Mason Kramer

"The only time a man can be brave is when he is afraid."
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), Pit Orchestra (3)

Seth Krivchenia

Casey Kuczykowski

"Everything happens for a reason." - Marilyn Monroe

Alexander Laird

"I chose a lazy person to do a hard job because a lazy person will find the easiest way to do it." - Bill Gates
Wrestling (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (3,4)

Nicole LaPorta

"A man can be destroyed but not defeated. If he's still standing, he can fight." - Ernest Hemingway
Sailing (1,2,3,4), Debate Team (4)

Brian Lam

Jami Lapinson

"Spend a little more time trying to make something of yourself and a little less time trying to impress people." The Breakfast Club

Logan Lassin

"I intend to live forever. So far, so good." - Steven Wright
Crew (1,2,3,4)

Melissa LaVigna

"If everything is coming your way, you're in the wrong lane."

Marta Lawler

"All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them." - Walt Disney
Swimming (1,2,3,4), Band (1,2,3), Environmental Club (4)

Vy Le

Jordan Lee

"We have come too far, we have sacrificed too much, to disdain the future now." - John F. Kennedy
Baseball (1,2,3,4), KEY Club (4), Badminton Club (4), Ultimate Frisbee Club (4)
Andrea Leff
"Just keep swimming" - Dory
Photo Club (1,2,3,4), Softball (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), EASTSIDE (3,4), Bowling (3,4), Habitat For Humanity (3,4), PAVAS (4), Winter Track (1)

Christina Leickel

Gilana Levavi
"The whole world is a very narrow bridge, but the main thing is not to fear." - Rabi Nachman
EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4)

Matthew Lever

Liza Levi
"You are not a name or a height, or a weight, or a gender. You are not an age and you are not where you are from. You are favorite books and the songs stuck in your head. You are your thoughts and what you eat for breakfast on Saturday mornings." - A.E.

Yakir Levy

Amanda Lewis
"Today is where your book begins; the rest is still unwritten." - Natasha Bellingfield
Choir (1,2,3,4), Mime Company (2,3,4), Theater (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (3,4)

Peter Lewis
"We are all travelers in the wilderness of the world, and the best we can find in our travels is an honest friend." - Robert Louis Stevenson
EIDOLON (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), Stage Crew (2,4), American Legion Boys' State (3), PAVAS (4)

Daniel Li
"A journey of a thousand steps begins by taking the first." - Bowling Team (1), Bridge Tutoring (3), Photography Club (4), Badminton Club (3,4), PAVAS (4)

David Linsky
"Bench players takin' like starters. I hate it. Started from the bottom, now we're here, yea, we made it." - Drake
SGA (1,2,3,4), EASTSIDE (4), Wrestling (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4)

Wan Liu
"Details are everything. You don't want to go fighting ghosts without any health insurance." - Dean Winchester

Claudia Lo
"If you don't fight, you can't win." - Cum Laude (4), Anime Club (4), Science Olympiad (2,3)
Michael Lombardi
"If it’s time to go, remember what you’re leaving. Remember the best." - The Doctor
Choir (1,2,3,4), FOP (3,4)

Gabriela Lopez

Jacky Lu
"Be yourself, everyone else is already taken." - Oscar Wilde
Art Club (1,2,3,4), Anime Club (3,4), Badminton Club (3,4), Bridge Tutoring (3,4), Chemistry Club (2,3,4), Swimming (1), FGC (2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Morgan Lund
"Growing up won’t bring us down." - John O’Callaghan
Wrestling Manager (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2), Track (1)

Samuel Lyons
"I have spent my life judging the distance between American reality and the American dream." - Bruce Springsteen
Founder and President of Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), Environmental Club (4), Mock Trial (3), SGA (4)

Khalil Mack
"This is exactly what I’m trying to say. If you know too much, you might not know enough." - Jodi Highfield
Habitat for Humanity (4), KEY Club (4), Theater (4)

Kaylin Magosin
"Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and He will establish your plans." - Proverbs 16:3
EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), Soccer (1,2), Winter Track (1), Spring Track (1,2), Fellowship of Christian Athletes (2,3,4), East Students Against Tobacco (1,2,3,4)

William Mahoney
"It is our choices, Harry, that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities" - Albus Dumbledore
Swimming (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Ryan Maiese

Nicholas Mangano

Alexandra Manofu

Rachel Manyin
"NAAAAAANTS SIVENAAA babagithi babai" - The Lion King
Alexandra Maresh
"Put blinders onto those things that conspire to hold you back." - Meryl Streep
Theater (1,2,3,4), One Acts (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (3,4), Lab Theater (1), Cum Laude (3,4), Blood Drive (3,4), Tennis (2,3,4), Girls State (4), Softball (1), FCA (4), East Student Leaders (4)

Theodore Markiewicz
"Sometimes your only available transportation is a leap of faith." EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), Chor (1,2,3,4), Drama (1,2,3)

Alyssa Markowitz
"Appreciate every single person; look at them like a golden million dollar baby." - Lil B
Football (1,4)

Dwight Marrow

Megan Martin
"Mile by mile, breath by breath. If you think you can't finish, take one more step." Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), Softball (1,2,3,4), Student Ambassador (3)

Leah Mashioff
"I'm a damsel, but not the distressed kind, one who's totally calm and in complete control of her own destiny." - Boy Meets World EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4)

Patrece Mason
"Faith is taking the first step even when you don't see the whole staircase." - Martin Luther King, Jr., Vocal Workshop (1), Concert Choir (2)

Cree Mc Gee

Stephen McGuire
"We can't change the world unless we change ourselves." - Notorious B.I.G.

Donna Mealey
"When you fall down, get back up and go twice as hard!" Football (1,2), Wrestling (3,4), Swimming (1), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), German Club (4)

Gary Miller

McKenzie Miller
"I am not a perfectionist, but I like to feel the things are very well done." - Cristiano Ronaldo
Soccer (2,3,4)
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Zachary Mindel
"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself." - Franklin D. Roosevelt
Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), EIDOLON (2,3,4), Choir (2,3,4), Photo Club (2,3,4), PAVAS (4)

Melissa Minkoff
"I like to say what I think, and if it happens to push your buttons, sorry." - Miranda Lambert
Soccer (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), SGA (3)

Maya Mintz
"I know who I was when I got up this morning, but I think I must have been changed several times since then." - Lewis Carroll
Soccer (1,2), Mock Trial (3,4), EASTSIDE (2,3,4), Rowing (3,4)

Louis Montagano

Zachary Morrow

Rachel Moskowitz
"Everything has its beauty, but not everyone sees it." - Confucius

Justin Moulic

Charles Muller

David Nahum
"There is nothing wrong with letting people who love, help you. Not that I love you, I just met you!" - Genesis rifle, Dragon of the West
East Singers (2,3,4), Madrigals (2), Caisai Harmony (3), Stay Tuned (4), Volleyball (1,2,3), SGA (1), Student Leaders Committee (4)

Gal Nechemia
"The best revenge is massive success." - Frank Sinatra
DECA (3,4), East in Action (4), Jewish Culture Club (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (4), FOP (3,4), Blood Drive (2,3), Spirit Week (1,2,3,4)

Dalena Nguyen

Shantilli Nguyen
"Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius and it's better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring." - Marilyn Monroe
Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4)
Najmulsahar Niaz
"Be content with what God has given you, and you will be the richest of people." - Unknown
Islamic Society (3,4), FDA (1,2,3), History Club (3,4), Art Club (1), Choir (1,2,3,4)

Marcelle Nicolas
"Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts." - Winston Churchill

Alyson Nothnagel
"You're never too old to be young." - "Snow White Theater (1,2,3,4), Mime Company (1,2,3,4), Environmental Club (4)

Destin Nufable

Katherine O'Brien
"Clear eyes, full hearts, can't lose." - Friday Night Lights
Basketball (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Irish Culture Club (4)

Michael O'Shaughnessy
"It's the choices we make when we reach a fork in the road that define who we are." - Dexter Morgan

Rachel Odland
"The most beautiful discovery true friends make is that they can grow separately without growing apart." - Elizabeth Foyt Theater (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,4), Spirit Week (1,2,3,4)

Drym Oh
"Never stop dreaming." 

Alyssa Osnayo-Grife
"When you believe in a thing, believe in it all the way, implicitly and unquestionable." - Walt Disney
Stage Crew (1,2,3,4), Photography Club (3,4), Thespian Society (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), PAVAS (4)

Rebecca Padersky

Gianna Palma
"I wouldn't trade it for the world" - Big Sean
DECA (1,2,3,4), Field Hockey (2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), SGA (2,3,4)

Alexander Papaccio
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Jordan Parent
"The people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones who do." - Steve Jobs
East in Action (1,2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), Adopt a Grandparent (1,2,3,4), KEY Club (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4)

Jay Park
"Everybody seeks happiness. Not me, though. That's the difference between me and the rest of the world. Happiness isn't good enough for me! I demand euphoria!" - Calvin and Hobbes
Tennis (2,3,4), KEY Club (2,3,4), SGA (4), Multicultural Day (3,4), Classics Club (3,4)

Dip Patel
"I see now that the circumstances of one's birth are irrelevant; it is what you do with the gift of life that determines who you are." - Monty Python, Pokemon

Smit Patel

Taylor Patrizi
"If you ain't about how hard you hit; it's about how you can cut it and keep moving forward." - SGA Club (2,3,4), Softball (2,3,4), Environmental Club (3,4)

Alexandra Perez
"If at first you don't succeed, pick yourself up and try again." - Aaliyah
Project Success (4), Latino Culture Club (4)

Leonora Perez

Ross Peterzell
"Cheer up beautiful people; this is where you get to make it right." - Walter White
SGA (1,2,3,4), Baseball (1,2,3,4)

Michael Pierce
"You either run from things, or you face them. Mr. White." - Jesse Pinkman
Baseball (1,2,3,4)

Kierra Pineda
"Good, better, best. Never let it rest. Until your good is better and your better is best." - Tim Duncan

Hailey Pipersburgh
"Do the one thing you think you cannot do. Fail at it. Try again. Do better the second time. The only people who never tumble are those who never mount the high wire. This is your moment. Own it." - Oprah Winfrey
Theatre (1,2,3,4), Basketball (1,2,3,4), Future Doctors of America (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), African American Club (2)

Bryson Pitre
"I am the wind, I am the Earth, I am the skies. I am the souls, I am the love, I am the pain, I am the dream, I am the rain." - Lil B
Peyton Pleninger

“Being the richest man in the cemetery doesn’t matter to me. Going to bed at night saying we’ve done something wonderful, that’s what matters to me.” – Steve Jobs

Lab Theatre (4), One Acts (1,2,3,4), Fall Play (2,3,4), Spring Musical (2,3,4), Casual Harmony (3,4), East Singers (3,4), Stay Tuned (3,4), Adopt a Grandparent (2,3), Lab Band (1,2), Irish Culture Club (4), Thespian Society (4), PAVAS (4)

Dylan Pogust

“A man once asked me, ‘What’s punk?’ So I kicked over a trash can and said, ‘That’s punk!’ So then he did the same and asked, ‘That’s punk?’ I said, ‘No! That’s trendy!’” – Billie Joe Armstrong

German Club (4)

Mira Pomerantz

“To soar to your dreams, first you must board the plane.”

Anime Club (2,3,4), Bellas of East (2,3,4), Chanters (2,4), Cum Laude (4), East Singers (3,4), Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4), String Orchestra (1,2)

Julia Presant

“Friendship is not something you learn in school. But if you haven’t learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven’t learned anything.”

Muhammad Ali

FOP (1), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Basketball (1,2,3,4)

Colin Pumphrey

Ashley Purcell

Hadia Qazi

DECA (1,2,3,4), FOP (3,4), Habitat (3,4)

Meaghan Quay

“So keep your head high, keep your chin up, and most importantly, keep smiling, because it’s a beautiful thing and there’s so much to smile about.” – Marilyn Monroe

Lacrosse (1,2), Swimming (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), Spirit Week (1,2,3,4), DECA (3,4)

Dillon Renock

Alexander Reganata

Connor Rimby

“Do something while you still have the chance.”

Abigail Rivera

“In this bright future you can’t forget your past.”

Bob Marley
Rachel Rivera
"They are not pajamas!!!" - Despicable Me
Basketball (1,2,3,4), Future Doctors of America (2,3,4), Softball (3,4), FCS (1,2,3,4)

Victoria Rivera
"I don't want to be understood because if people understand me, they get tired of me." - Lil Wayne
Habitat for Humanity (2), Organization Club (2), Latino Club (4)

Brooke Rivera-Rich
Lauryn Rivera-Rich

Isabel Rodriguez-Franco
"Expose yourself to your deepest fear, after that fear has no power. The fear of freedom shrinks and vanishes. You are free." - Field Hockey (1,2), Softball (1)

Maura Roncace
"And if you think I can be consolled by sweet words, you are an idiot." - Wuthering Heights
Cross Country (1,2,3,4), Swimming (1,2,3,4), Track (1,2,3,4), Photo Club (1,2), Art Club (3,4), EASTSIDE (1), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4)

Gerald Roomberg
Chelsea Rosario

Justin Rosen
"Challenges are what make life interesting and overcoming them is what makes life meaningful." - Joshua J. Marine
NHD (1), DECA (1,2,3,4), Model UN (2,3,4), World Affairs Council (2,3,4), SGA (3,4), Environmental Club (4)

Frankie Rossetti
"You don't need everyone's eyes to feel seen." - Mike Posner
DECA (1,2,3,4), Soccer (1), EASTSIDE (3,4), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Bridge Tutoring (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), American Legion Jersey Boy's State (3)

Salvi Rota
Sunny Rota
"Art is the only way to run away without leaving home."
"Lift up your head princess, if not the crown falls."
Nicole Rotkovitz
"I may not be there yet, but I'm closer than I was yesterday."

Jonathan Rozenberg
"The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled." - Plutarch
Future Doctors of America (3,4), Programming Club (3,4), DECA (2,4)

Jacob Rudin
"This is not gym volleyball!" - Karl Moehlman
Swimming (1,2), Volleyball (1,2,3,4), KEY Club (4), Girls Volleyball Manager (4)

Jacob Russ
"We fight like lions, but we play like cougars." - Karl Moehlmann
SGA (1,2,3,4), Soccer (1,2,3,4), Baseball (1,2,4), Wrestling (1,2), Winter Track (3,4)

Jacob Ruttenberg

Michelle Sachais
"Sometimes fate and your dreams will collide"
Softball (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4)

Fatih Safak

Safiyyah Said
"A girl should be two things, classy and fabulous"
- Coco Chanel

Jena Salem
"We're all the same, and love is blind." - The Killers

Jordyn Saviet
"Now all I need is a magic moustache and all my dreams will come true." - Patrick Star

Caroline Sawn
"There's beauty in ordinary things. Isn't that kind of the point?" - Pam Halpert
Cross Country (1,2,3,4), Winter Track (3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Kaila Schaeffer
Zoe Schlessel
*Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.* - Ralph Waldo Emerson
Basketball (1,2,3,4), Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), DECA (3)

Jordan Schmidt
*Life moves pretty fast. You don't stop and look around once and a while, you could miss it.* - Ferris Bueller
Marching Band (1,2,3,4), EASTSIDE (2,3,4), Volleyball (2), Beatles Club (4)

Kayla Schorr
*Hogwarts will always be there to welcome you home.* - J.K. Rowling
EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), Choristers (2,3,4), East Singers (4), Key of She (3,4), Stay Tuned (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Blood Drive (3,4)

Haley Schultz

Molly Schultz
*I love people who make me laugh. I honestly think it's the thing I like most, to laugh. It cures a multitude of ills. It's probably the most important thing in a person.* - Audrey Hepburn
Woodwind Quintet (1,4), Clarinet Choir (2,3), Lab Band (1,2), Jazz Band (3), All South Jersey Symphonic Band (1,2), Bridge Tutoring (3), Cum Laude (4), Symphony Orchestra (3,4), Pit Orchestra (3)

Ben Schwartz

Ilana Schwartzberg
*Having it all is easy, if you're willing to work for it.* - Adrienne Maloof

John Scott
*The worst mistake is to not make any.*
Football (1), Lacrosse (3,4)

Anthony See
*Live and let die.*
Programming Club (2,3,4)

Matthew Segal
*Never settling, life is too fast to settle in*
Volleyball (1,2), Soccer (1,2,3), Lacrosse (3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), Debate Team (1,2,3,4)

Kyle Serio

Alicia Serrano
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No'Ad Shanas  "Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." - Dr. Seuss

Nevin Shanker  "Success isn’t about reaching the right destination. It’s about walking the right road." Soccer (1,2,3,4), Bowling (1,2,3,4)

Andrew Shapiro  "Great moments are born from great opportunity." - Miracle Stage Crew (1,2,3,4)

Matthew Shralow

Nikhil Shukla  "It is far better to grasp the universe as it really is than to persist in delusion, however satisfying and reassuring" - Carl Sagan
Varsity Tennis (1,2,3,4), Science Olympiad (2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), KEY Club (2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), Classics Club (3,4), Multicultural Day (2,3,4), Bear Club (3,4), Model UN (1,2,3)

Elisabeth Siegel  "If more of us valued food and cheer and song above hoarded gold, it would be a merrier world." - J.R.R. Tolkien
Belles of East (2,3,4), Thespians Society (2,3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), Lab Theatre (1,2,3), Fall Play (1,2,3,4), Spring Musical (1,2,3,4), One Acts (1,3,4)

Jacob Siegel

Ryan Silva  "Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect." - Romans 12:2
Filipino Culture Society (1,2,3,4), Wrestling (1,4)

Maia Silver  "I could go running, and racing, and dancing, and chasing, and leaping, and bounding, hair flying, heart pounding, and splashing, and reeling, and finally feeling, now's when my life begins" - Rapunzel, Tangled
Concert Choir (2,3,4)

Jamie Simon

Joshua Simon  "Goodbye everyone, I'll remember you all in therapy" - Sheldon Plankton
Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4), DECA (3,4)

Natalie Simunek  "BUBBLES. BUBBLES. MY BUBBLES." - Bubbles
Swimming (1,2,3,4)
Leah Singer  
Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), SGA (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), Lactose (1,2,3)

Lindsay Sky  
"To live would be an awfully big adventure."

Thomas Smierciak  

Kyle Smith  
"I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I needed to be" - Douglas Adams  
Ultimate Frisbee Club (2,3,4)

Ryan Smith  

Jacob Soloway  
"If you fail to prepare, you're prepared to fail." - Mark Spitz

Viren Soni  

Meghan Sooy  
"The question isn't who is going to set me, it's who is going to set me." - Ayn Rand  
Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Boys Volleyball Manager (2), Environmental Club (4)

Dean Sosa  
"Magic must defeat magic" - Uncle Cross Country (1), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Break Dancing Club (1,2,3,4), Filipino Culture Society (1,2,3,4), Scholar (4)

Sarah Sosland  

Danielle Spinosi  
"I think the thing to do is enjoy the ride while you're on it" - Johnny Depp

William Spitzer  
"Some days, you're a pigeon; and some days, you're a statue"  
SGA (1,2,3,4), Golf (1,2,3,4), EASTSIDE (1,4), Habitat for Humanity (4), Football (1)
Katherine Stagner  
"Dig a little deeper. Think of something that we've never thought of before." - Winnie the Pooh  
FOP (1,2), Photo Club (4), PAVAS (4)

Sarah Stagner  
"It matters not how strait the gate, how charged with punishments the scroll, I am the master of my fate, I am the captain of my soul." - Invictus

Caroline Stamm  
"We all make choices, but in the end our choices make us." - Andrew Ryan  
Programming Club (9), Environmental Club (4)

Christina Stanley  
"To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream: not only plan, but also believe." - Anatole France  
Soccer (1,2,3,4), Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), PAVAS (4)

Jordan Stein  
"People call these imperfections, but no, that's the good stuff." - Good Will Hunting  
EASTSIDE (2,3,4), Wrestling Manager (2,3,4), Environmental Club (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4)

Jason Stitt  
Football (1,2,3,4), Track (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4)

Griffin Stockton  
Hogrogian  
"I don't understand the question, and I won't respond to it." - Lucille Bluth, Arrested Development  
Art Club (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3)

Lauren Stout

Alexander Strassler  
"Life's not the breaths you take, but the moments that take your breath away" - George Strait

Brianna Strouse

Mahir Sufian  
"Long live King Mufa"  
Science Olympiad (2,3,4), Chemistry Club (2-4), Multicultural Day (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4), Bishop League (2)
Jazzlyn Sullivan
"When you choose to be a competitor, you choose to be a survivor." - Pat Summit
Basketball (1,2,3,4)

Patrick Swenson
"I'm glad we had the times together just to laugh and sing a song, seems like we just got started and then before you know it, the times we had to get her were gone." - Dr. Suess
Wrestling (1,2,3,4)

Adam Syarief

Mollie Taylor
"I wish there was a way to know you're in the good old days...before you've actually left them" - Andy Bernard
Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Winter Track (2,3,4), FOP (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4)

Nicole Taylor
"Life goes on long after the thrill of living is gone" - John Cougar Mellencamp
Girls Volleyball (1,2,3,4)

Miriam Teller

Matthew Tepper

Freya Thanner
"I have great confidence in fools; self-confidence my friends call it." - Edgar Allen Poe
Theater (1), GSA (1,2,3,4), Color Guard (3,4)

Eric Thompson
"Some people want it to happen, some wish it to happen, others make it happen." - Michael Jordan
EASTSIDE (1,2,3,4), DECA (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4)

Megan Thompson
"Goodbye? Oh, no. Please. Can't we go back to page one and do it all over again?" - Winnie the Pooh
Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2,3,4), GSA (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), Blood Drive (2,3,4), Girls State (3)

Benjamin Thomson
"A mind needs books as a sword needs a whetstone, if it is to keep its edge." - Game of Thrones

Ebony Thorpe
"And no one will listen to us until we listen to ourselves." - Marianne Williamson
African-American Culture Club (1,2,3,4)
Jacklyn Tighue
"He said 'It's too free!' so I said 'sure.'" - Bridesmaids
Swimming (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), SGA (4), FOP (2), Environmental Club (4)

Renee Timmins

Maria Timuscu
"I could get used to a view like this. Yep, I'm used to it. Guys I want a castle." - Tangled
Swimming (1,2,3,4), Classics Club (4), Orchestra (1)

Jordyn Tobolsky
"I figure life's a gift and I don't intend on wasting it." - Jack Dawson
Boys Basketball Manager (2,3), FOP (2,3,4), Blood Drive (3,4)

Victoria Torres

Sydney Treiman
"Don't live down to expectations. Go out there and do something remarkable." - Wendy Wasserstein
Soccer (1,2), Softball (1,2,3)

Michael Trongone
"Who are you to judge the life I live? I know I'm not perfect and I don't live to be but before you start pointing fingers... make sure your hands are clean!" - Bob Marley

Jennifer Truong
"Well, for all those born with nothing, there are those born with everything. Perhaps those who never notice the difference are the ones we should envy." - Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance
Vietnamese Culture Club (3,4)

Ruth Tucker
"All the diversity, all the charm, and all the beauty of life are made up of light and shade." - Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina
Model UN (1,2,3,4), Quills and Keys (2,3,4)

Joseph Turtz
"Keep your third eye open." - Capital Steez
Football (1,4), Wrestling (2), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4)

Jennifer Tyszka
"Once you're a pickle, you can never be a cucumber again."

Daphna Varadi
"My advice to you is not to inquire why or whither, but just enjoy your ice cream while it's on your plate." - Thornton Wilder
Bridge Tutoring (2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4)
Alisa Verratti
"If you don't start somewhere, you're gonna go nowhere." - Bob Marley
Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Blood Drive (3,4)

Rachel Vetesi
"To who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." - Dr. Seuss
Mime Company (1,2,3,4), Theatre Department (1,2,3,4), Thespians Society (3,4), Madrigals (3,4), Chansons (3,4), East Singers (4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), PAVAS (4)

Rachel Veytsman

Brett Vincoff
"Yeah, Brett"

Andrew Vitale
"You forget a thousand things everyday pal. Make sure this is one of 'em." - Grand Theft Auto Programming Club (3), Anime Club (3,4)

Eric Volm

Kaila Wade
"The first rule of truly living is to do the thing you're most afraid of." - Claire Holt
Wrestling Manager (1,2,3,4)

Anna Walker

Stephanie Walton

Ziyi Wang
"The truth is that you don't know what is going to happen tomorrow. Life is a crazy ride, and nothing is guaranteed." - Eminem
DECA (3,4), Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Ultimate Frisbee Club (1,2), Football (4)

Rebekah Warfel
"Music expresses that which cannot be put into words and that which cannot remain silent." - Victor Hugo
Vocal Workshop (1), Concert Choir (2), Chansons (3), East Singers (4)

John Warkala

Dante Watkins
"Ain't worried 'bout nothing" - French Montana
Bowling (4)

Gregory Waxman

Michael Weaver
"I can't change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to always reach my destination." - Jimmy Dean
Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Charisons (2), Belles of East (2,3,4), Swimming (2,3,4), East Singers (3,4)

Rachel Weaver

Ethan Weidenfeld
"It's okay to go to the movies by yourself."

Brandon Weinberg
"It's not who I am underneath, but what I do that defines me." - Batman
Fall Show (1,2,3,4), Spring Musical (2,3,4), One Acts (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Lab Theatre (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (2,3,4)

Evan Weiser

Jeremy Welsch
"There is no truth, only victory." - Taylor Swift
Soccer (1,3), Robotics Club (2,3,4)

Austin Wetzler
"Polo?" - Marco
Basketball (1,2,3,4), DECA (1,2), Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4)

Brian Wichrowski
"Don't cry because it's over; smile because it happened." - Dr. Seuss
Baseball (1), Volleyball (2)

Hallie Wilmes
"I wanna eat and eat and eat and eat and eat until I die." - Godly
Lab Theatre (2,3,4), Thespian Society (3,4)

Rachel Winograd
Sarah Woods
"I can do all things through Christ who gives me strength" - Philippians 4:13
Swimming (2,3,4), Sources of Strength (3,4), FCA (4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Alison Wooten
"You'll have fun, you'll be great, and when it's over, you'll move on!" Field Hockey (1,2,3,4), Sources of Strength (2,3,4), EASTSIDE (3,4)

Jared Wright
"I'm sick of not having the courage to be an absolute nobody." - J.P. Salinger
Programming Club (2,3,4), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4), DECA (3,4), Robotics Club (3,4)

Tiffany Wu

Yumeng Xia
"Do not look for yourself in the faces of others." - Ashley Rice
Soccer (1,2), Robotics Club (2,3,4), Multicultural Day (2,3,4), Bridge Tutoring (1,2), Future Doctors of America (2,3,4), Symphonic Band (1,2,3), Wind Ensemble (1,2,3), Forensics Club (4)

Max Yankowitz
"WHAAATT?! OK!!! YEEAAAH!!!" - Lil Jon
Theater Department (1,2,3,4), Thespian Society (2,3,4)

Nicholas Yannone

Christopher Yeh
"I need to get a 100 on my quiz" SGA (1,3,4), DECA (2,3,4), FCPS (3,4), Blood Drive (3,4), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), Cum Laude (3,4)

Jaryd Yia
"Be yourself, everyone else is already taken"
Orchestra (1,3,4), Wind Ensemble (1,2,3,4), Vietnamese Culture Club (3), Chemistry Club (1), Chamber Music (1,2,3,4)

Brandon Younie
"If you find yourself in a hole, stop digging." - Will Rogers
Track and Field (1), Programming Club (2), Global Affairs Weekly (2,3,4)

Paula Zanotti
"If you are good, life is good." - Roald Dahl
Swimming (1,2,3,4)

Amy Zhang
"Curiosity killed the cat but satisfaction brought it back"
Kathy Zhang
"I go to seek a great perhaps." - Francois Rabelais
Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Science Olympiad (2,3,4), Research in Science (1,2,3,4), Model UN (2,3,4), Future Doctors of America (2,3,4)

Audrey Zhao

Annie Zheng
"The only thing predictable about life is its unpredictability" - Remy Rataboulle
DECA (1,2,3,4), Break Dancing Club (3,4), EIDOLON (3,4), Economics Club (3,4), VCC (4)

Haralambos Zografas
"Dream big. It never matters how many times you fail. It matters what you learn from those failures; persevering and progressing until success is achieved, creating the strongest version of yourself!"
Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Robotics (1,2), Multicultural Day (1,2,3,4), Soccer (1), Sources of Strength (3,4), Orchestra (1,2,3,4)

Aaron Zucker
"I feel more like I do now than I did when I first got here."
Cross Country (1,2,3,4), Indoor Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Habitat for Humanity (1,2,3,4)

Eric Zucker

Alice Johnson

Cheryl Washington
Top Ranking Scholars

Marissa Adler  Eric Babitz  Ryan Berlin  Shari Bodo'sky

Christian Butts  Amanda Friedman  Sumun Iyer  Conrad Kramer

Gilana Levavi  Drym Oh  Jena Salem  Nikhil Shukla

Mahir Sufian  Daphna Varadi  Christopher Yeh  Kathy Zhang
Senior Hall of Fame

Rachel Adap
Marissa Adler
Shari Bodofsky
Brooke Beatty
Ryan Berlin
Maddy Berman

Christian Butts
Chelsea Campbell
Nick Cioco
Jared Dashewsky
Sarah Fernari
Griffen Hogrogian

Thomas Hudson
Sarah Kahn
Jenny Komatsu
Conrad Kramer
Logan Lassin
Kaylin Magosin

Alexandra Maresh
Megan Martin
Lydia Noelle
Drym Oh
Rebecca Padersky
Gianna Palma

Jordyn Parent
Jacob Russ
Jenna Salem
Caroline Sawn
Zoe Schlesel
Jordan Schmidt

Andrew Shapiro
Kayla Schorr
Nikhil Shukla
Sarah Sosland
Jordan Stein
Eric Thompson

Megan Thompson
Hallie Wilmes
Tiffany Wu
Christopher Yeh
Cathy Zhang
Bobby Zoogafos
"Gold medals aren't really made of gold. They're made of sweat, determination, and a hard-to-find alloy called guts."

~Dan Gable
Cheerleading

Olivia Altman, Keeley Baker, Marisa Beauchemin, Izabella Catrambone, Jarica Frazier, Brina Feldbaum, Amanda Friedman, Kendall Geis, Brooke Godorov, Alexa Goldberg, Genese Jean-Baptiste, Kaitlyn Johnson, Hannah Kahn, Rachael Kolmins, Jamie Larter, Faith Mayfield, Rachel Palitto, Kaylee Raminkson, Amber Robertson,
Seniors: Kyle Beauchemin, Michael Blatt, Evan Bloom, Aaron Chung, Nick Ciocco, Andrew Cohen, Jake Cominsky, Matt DiPatri, Matt Grazioli, Conrad Kramer, Jake Russ, Nevin Shanker, Jake Siegel

BOYS' SOCCER

Kyle Beauchemin, Alex Blaker, Michael Blatt, Evan Bloom, TJ Bourne, Aaron Chung, Nick Ciocco, Andrew Cohen, Jake Cominsky, Matt DiPatri, Harrison Faulseit, Zach Fox, Matt Grazioli, Conrad Kramer, Kyle Lochbihler, Ronan McVeigh, Fernando Morales, Matt Mozzillo, Antonio Romero, Jake Russ, Nevin Shanker, Jake Siegel, Sam Snyder
GIRLS' SOCCER

Dana Barth, Alexa Beatty, Brooke Beatty, Courtney Capehart, Bianca Christophe, Alex Dayton, Vanessa Earley, Kyra Gorman Kelsey Gorman, Priya Kavuru, Jordan Madrid Louisa Martins, Sara Messenger, Casey Miller, McKenzie Miller Darby O'Rourke, Shayna Ostrow, Emily Rimdzius, Brianna Sparrow, Christina Stanley, Lily Steele-Dadzie, Nicki Zaso
FIELD HOCKEY

Zoey Abrams, Elizabeth Angelucci, Sarah Birchmeier, Sierra Doolin, Samantha Dunoff, Kelsea Kenniff Megan Martin, Olivia Mayo, Gianna Palma Taylor Patrizi, Zoe Peterzell, Leah Singer Brianna Strouse, Brittany Strouse, Megan Thompson, Alisa Verratti, Dayna Wachman, Alison Wooten
GIRLS' TENNIS

BOYS' CROSS COUNTRY

GIRLS' CROSS COUNTRY

Carrie Baeckstrom, Madeline Berman, Greer Field, Taegan Field, Monica Lee, Rebecca McCormack, Gillian Ranes, Maura Roncace, Caroline Sawn, Soverno Chen, Sara Downie, Jenny Gao, Alexa Happ, Marisa Meyers, Abigail Roncace, Isabelle Roncace, Kathleen Schearer, Leah Schearer
GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL

Chelsea Campbell, Rachael Cavener, Michelle DiVito, Julianna Fabricius, Aliyah Godwin, Natalia Majkut, Alexandria Marable-Warner, Zoe Schlessel, Meghan Sooy, Nicole Taylor, Jessica Wrin, Kathy Zhang
BOWLING

Kevin Babitz,
Adam Crognale,
Phillip Lakernick,
Gabriel Leff,
Emerson Levy,
Matthew Loeber,
Ryan McCann,
Nevin Shanker,
Alec Silverstone,
Cheyenne Spence,
Amir Wathstein,
Dante Watkins,
Jonathan Zablin
Seniors:
Alyssa Di Santi, Sophie Goldman, Katherine Harris, Lydia Huber, Marta Lawler, Megan Quay, Maura Roncace, Natalie Simunek, Jacklyn Tighue, Renee Timmins, Maria Timuscuk, Stephanie Walton, Rachel Weaver, Sarah Woods, Paula Zanotti

Girls' Swimming

Samantha Benson, Alexandria Dayton, Alyssa Di Santi, Stephanie DiNunzio, Valerie Fresta, Sophie Goldman, Carlie Harms, Katherine Harris, Lydia Huber, Kelsea Kenniff, Marta Lawler, Megan Miller, Megan Morris, Renee Powers, Sarah Powers, Meaghan Quay, Allyson Quay, Isabelle Roncace, Maura Roncace, Mackenzie Ropka, Natalie Simunek, Sophia Sommeling, Cara Stein, Allison Stulb, Jacklyn Tighue, Carlee Timmins, Renee Timmins, Gabriella Timuscuk, Maria Timuscuk, Mayu Tsukamoto, Stephanie Walton, Rachel Weaver, Shannon Wenter, Sarah Woods, Paula Zanotti
Diving
Ethan O'Neill

2nd Place South Jersey Diving Championships,
3rd place New Jersey State Championships

Seniors:
Scott Appleman
Cameron Butts
Daniel Espinosa
William Mahoney
Gerald Roomberg

Boys' Swimming

2014 South Jersey Champions

Ryan Anderson, Scott Appleman, Daniel Aronson, Josua Bartel, Shawn Bartel, Duncan Brookover, Cameron Butts, Timothy Cintron, Salvatore De Francesco, Matthew DeMalo, Nicholas DiSanti, Daniel Espinoza, Sean Finias, Michael Funari, Patrick Gilllooly, Steven Green, Benjamin Grossman, Eric Henry, Thomas Hudson, Dylan Judge, David Kahn, William Mahoney, Joshua Mogil, Ethan O'Neill, Cole Parsons, Gerald Roomberg, Nicholas Rosa, David Rowe, Aiden Sutkin, Zachary Volm, Kevin Wang, Benjamin Woods
Boys' Basketball

Ronnie Barnes, Joshua Bonner, Joshua Brown, Michael Cerota, Azlan Cobb-Davis, Phillip Cunha, Jordan Gilber, Olin McClendon, Timothy Perry, Lee Rosen-Swell, Jake Slipe, Thomas Smerciak, Drew Tepper, Austin Wetzler, Michael Zilberfarb

2014 South Jersey Sectional Champions
Seniors:
Sarah Birchmeier
Katherine O'Brien
Julia Presant
Rachel Rivera
Zoe Schlessel
Jazzlyn Sullivan

Girls' Basketball

Seniors: Rachel Adap, Stephen Benigno, Madeline Berman, Chelsea Campbell, Cianni Cepero, Jared Dashevsky, Benjamin Dillon, Therapon Georgiou Josep Grione, Justin Moullic, Caroline Shaw, Dean Sosa, Christina Stanley, Mollie Taylor, John Warkala, Bobby Zografos, Aaron Zucker

Winter Track and Field

Nasratulla Abdali, Rachel Adap, Rebecca Adap, Kenyon Bell, Stephen Benigno, Katia Bennett, Madeline Berman, Robert Bica, Jeff Braun, Jessica Bryant, Bryan Burt, Celsea Campbell, John Casey, Cianni Cepero, Bryan Cheung, Jordan Clark, Nadine Concepcion, Paul Crozier, Brett Dashevsky, Jared Dashevsky, Jason Decker, Joshua Dera, Benjamin Dillon, Ian Dunn, Grace Garemore, Therapon Georgiou, Joseph Girone, Zachary Goldstein, Aaron Groff, Terry Hall, Daniel Helfand, Emma Hollenberg, Katheryn Iuliccu, Dan Jang, Isaiah Jean-Baptiste, Aditya Kuntamukkula, Monica Lee, Emily Lewis, Nicole Marchetti, Rebecca McCormack, Christian Mele, Marisa Meyers, Jude Misko, Laura Morella, Jason Moullic, Justin Moullic, Darby O'Rourke, Tarryl Ogalo, Alana Okun, Brett Olin, Kennedy Omari, Shayna Ostrow, Sahas Pinninti, Gillian Ranes, Caroline Sawn, Leah Schearer, Lokesh Shah, Jessica Smith, Rachel Smith, Dean Sosa, Brianna Sparrow, Christina Stanley, Samantha Stein, Mollie Taylor, Vladimir Theopile, Dor Tillenger, Thomas Trje, Marcos Villa Jr., John Warkala, Joshua Whiteley, Bobby Zografos, Aaron Zucker
Seniors:
David Aningalan, Mark Bacolod, Kyle Beauchemin, Jose Berrios, Kevin Brown, Willie Cao, Wesley Ferrante, Gregory Incollingo, Francis Kelly, Alexander Laird, David Linsky, Matthew Segal, Ryan Silva, Patrick Swenson

Wrestling

Seniors:
Sri Datla
Jon Harris
Jake Rudin
Adam Syarief
Ziyi Wang

Boys' Volleyball

Kyle Baker, David Clark, Sri Datla, Colin Del Duke, Ben Golden, Jon Harris, Rahie Patel, Jake Rudin, Cheyenne Spence, Tanner Smith, Adam Syarief, Zi yi Wang
Seniors:
Romell Corpuz
Daniel Kim
Jay Park
Nikhil Shukla

Boys' Tennis

Keshav Amaro, Avneet Chawla, Romell Corpuz, Jesse Dubrow, Rahul Goculdas, Daniel Jang, Daniel Kim, Jay Park, Drew Meklinsky, Nikhil Shukla, Aaron Silverberg, Sam Snyder, Victor Wei, Jesse Wu, Sam Yoon
Seniors:
Josh Boyce, Mike Brambilla, Nick Ciocco, Andrew Cohen, Griffin Colton, Nick Dieva, Jordan Friedman, Shane Haar, Jordan Lee, Ross Peterzell, Mike Pierce, Jake Russ, Kyle Serio

Baseball

Josh Boyce, Mike Brambilla, Nick Ciocco, Andrew Cohen, Brent Collins, Griffin Colton, Nick Dieva, Jordan Friedman, Shane Haar, Jon Hansen, Jordan Lee, Matt Mozzillo, Ross Peterzell, Mike Pierce, Jake Russ, Kyle Serio, Sam Silverman, Brett Tafaro
Softball

Seniors: Sarah Birchmeier, Casey Clark, Andrea Leff, Megan Martin, Bianca Nataloni, Alex Perez, Michelle Sachais

Sarah Birchmeier, Kendall Boardman, Casey Clark, Kendall Geis, Kelsea Kenniff, Andrea Leff, Megan Martin, Megan Miller, Bianca Nataloni, Alex Perez, Ally Pollack, Michelle Sachais, Sydney Sheppard
Seniors:
Stephen Benigno
Jared Dashevsky
Ben Dillon
Therapon Georgiou
Joe Girone
Jason Stitt
John Warkala
Bobby Zografos
Aaron Zucker

Boys' Track and Field

Naz Abdali, Stephen Benigno, Jeff Braun, Robert Bica, Jordan Clark, Jared Dashevsky, Ben Dillon, Ian Dunn, Jimmy Garth, Therapon Georgiou, Joe Girone, Aaron Groff, Terry Hall, Dan Helfand, Isaiah Jean-Baptiste, Christian Mele, Marc Meltzer, Kennedy Omari, Dean Sosa, Jason Stitt, Vladimir Theophile, John Warkala, Bobby Zografos, Aaron Zucker
Seniors:
Maddy Berman
Chelsea Campbell
Ciani Cepero
Brandi Creagh
Caroline Sawn
Christina Stanley
Jazzlyn Sullivan
Mollie Taylor

Girls' Track and Field

Rachel Allen, Katia Bennett, Maddy Berman, Jessica Bryant, Chelsea Campbell, Ciani Cepero, Soverno Chen, Bianca Christophe, Jade Clark, Dahyo Coleman, Nadine Concepcion, Brandi Creagh, Danielle Deterville, Olivia Deutsch, Michelle DiVito, Tahlia Encarnacion, Syndey Faria, Greer Field, Taegan Field, Grace Garemore, Jamie Goodwin, Nicole Grant, Olivia Gross, Alexa Happ, Emma Hollenberg, Katie Iuliucci, Chelsey James, Kaitlyn Johnson, Isabel Kaufman, Sarah Kim, Kaitlin Kim, Sinja Kriete, Katarzyna Krzton, Aileen Kwok, Hannah Lam, Jamie Larter, Julie Lee, Monica Lee, Emily Lewis, Kristen Li, Yaeri Loh, Alexandria Marbel-Warner, Nicole Marchetti, Tytiana Mathis Irizarry, Rebecca McCormack, Marisa Meyers, Laura Morella, Brianna Nghiem, Evelyn Okorie, Alana Okun, Darby O'Rourke, Shayna Ostrow, Nina Parsons, Kaylee Ramkisson, Gillian Ranes, Autumn Robinson, Abigail Roncace, Isabelle Roncace, Caroline Sawn, Kathleen Schearer, Brianna Smierciak, Jessica Smith, Rachel Smith, Brianna Sparrow, Christina Stanley, Jazzlyn Sullivan, Mollie Taylor, Elena Tran, Vivian Trieu, Yamalis Villegas, Julie Woods, Jessica Woods, Jessica Wrinn, Erika Young, Victoria Young, Alexandria Zarrifis, Filliana Zantis, Cleo Zografos
Seniors:
Sharef Abusedo, Levon Bigelow, Austin Block, Alex Laird, Dwight Marrow, Destin Nufable, Colin Pumphrey, John Scott, Ryan Smith, Joe Turtz, Nick Yannone, Eric Zucker

Boys' Lacrosse

Sharef Abusedo, Levon Bigelow, Austin Block, Jared Block, Matt Braun, Sam Breslau, Evan Campbell, Sean Cline, Josh Cohen, Matt Consalvo, Adam Davis, Sebastiano Duva, Mitchell Finkelstein, Chris Hammerquist, Adam Hauck, Christian Hoffman, Alex Laird, Dwight Marrow, David Monk, Destin Nufable, Colin Pumphrey, John Scott, Ian Sheekey, Ben Silver, Mike Simmons, Ryan Smith, Brian Stamm, Brandon Stern, Matt Stern, Nick Trombetta, Joe Turtz, Andrew Vanase, Jesse Viggiano, Evan Williams, Nick Yannone, Christopher Zubrzycki, Eric Zucker, Frankie Zucker
Girls' Lacrosse

Seniors:
Rachel Adap
Brooke Beatty
Courtney Capehart
Taylor Patrizi
Megan Thompson

Rachel Adap, Brooke Beatty, Rachel Becker, Courtney Capehart, Steph DiNunzio, Kelsey Gorman, Kyra Gorman, Noel Hartey, Lauren Kotler, Jordyn Kopelson, Taylor Patrizi, Sarah Powers, Daryn Stevens, Brittany Strouse, Megan Thompson, Nikki Zaso, Sami Zive
Adam Bergen

William Spitzer

Golf

Samuel Amon, Adam Bergen, Justin Bryan, Colton Cardea, Justin Janney, Theodore Markiewicz, Yash Mehta, William Spitzer, Kyle Ungerleider, Michael Zilberfarb, Zach Bornyasz
Performing Arts
WE ARE
PERFORMING
SCHOLARS!
Marching Band

Color Guard
Band

Freshman Wind Ensemble
Daniella Chung, Mallory Eaton, Greer Field, Jamie Goodwin, Renee Handley, Matthew Koo, Emma Parker, Bianna Park, Sarah Park, Matthew Oberstaedt, Maryia Oreshko, Victor Wei, Aliya Yu, Kaitlyn Boyle, Eric Kim, Katarina Kozioł, Mike Langmuir, Kristen Li, Olivia Marcelli, Ally Mora, Sung Kwang Oh, Ben Riesenbach, Adriana Rivera, Grace Shen, Danielle Sheppard, Danielle Schweitzer, Alex Bibilla, Keith Babitz, Quinn Dickinson, Albert Huang, Nick Grillo, Joe Lee, Ryan Savitch, Danielle Shoshany, Jesse Wu, Lizzie Loesner, Caleb Murtha, Ben Vaupen, Ryan Benson, Age Slaton, Kevin Babitz, Cara Cornatzer, Kevin Flanegin, Dan Kelly, Allison Klein, Daniel Lee, Asher Maitin, Jessica Payne, Elizabeth Pettman, Noah Prehis, Minsoo Seon, Brooke Tremain Tremaine, Lia Yamamoto, Samantha Stein, Sam Donsky, Taegan Field, Alex Hess, Katy Shaw, Dan Schwartz, Kelly Babitz, Sophia Boer, Hunter Burkowitz, Devon Leslie, Kristen Magosin

Wind Ensemble
Samantha Benson, Kate Braunstein, Jenny Chung, Savanna Daule, Hyerin Kim, Emily Miraglia, Peyton Pleniger, Rachel Ehrenberg, Alex Kim, Ben Borokhovsky, Eugene Dan, Peter Frank, Minwoo Lee, Jennifer Lee, Kevin Wang, Kim Cardenas, Samantha Kell, Seth Krivchenia, Lauren Feldman, Jaryd Yia, Briana Curerri, Tanner Smith, Ed Shu, Louis Yeung, Dan First, Mason Kramer, Alex Moler, Josh Murtha, Meredith Peltzman, Mike Weaver, Lewis Cohen, Patrick Obersaadt, Max Duboff, Andrew Hoffman, Noah Ritz, Nick Cornatzer, Greg Incolling, Matt Berg, John Bohern, Clayton Jarvis, Jack Kasdin, Evan Klein, Amanda Liu, Ian Murphy, Zev Rosenbaum, Jordan Schmidt
Symphonic Band


Jazz Band

Adam Abrams, Ben Borokhovsky, Peter Frank, Ben Schwartz, Ed Shu, Louis Yeung, Dan First, Mason Kramer, Meredith Peitzman, Nathan Hengy, Noah Ritz, Dana Yi, Andrew Hofmann, Evan Klein, Amanda Liu, Patrick Obersaadt, Ben Turner, Rachel Ehrenberg, Lauren Feldman, Emily Lewis, Brian Curerri, Albert Huang, Pranav Iyer, Dan Kornak, Mike Langmuir, Caleb Murtha, Tanner Smith, Noah Vineberg, Dan Kelly, Dan Lee, Lizzie Perlman, Brooke Treiman, Mike Weaver, Matt Buchberg, Nick Cornatzer, Sam Donsky, Adam Crognagle, Jennifer Horton, Nick Kepron, Kristen Magosin, Ben Turner, Peter Frank, Evan Kellin, Mason Kramer, Peyton Pleininger, Noah Ritz
Orchestra

Symphony Orchestra

Kevin Chen, Aaron Chung, Kaitlyn Coehn, Abigail Hong, Daniel Jang, Kaity Kim, Sarah Kim, Hannah Lam, Christina Leikel, Jessica Li, Rachel Lim, Janice Noh, Bianca Park, Anna Qin, Nicole Rosselli, Nick Terez, Rachael Tung, Dana Yi, Sam Yoon, Rong Xiang, Lawrence Feng, Livana Park, Andrew Magnus, Vimalesh Vasu, Lauren Hurlley, Daniel Kim, Richard Ni, Renee Tam, Jake Walsh, Patrick Oberstaedt, Jenny Chung, Savanna Dautle, Hyerin Kim, Alexander Kim, Eugene dan, Ben Schwartz, Jaryd yia, Mason Kramer, Meredith Peltzman, Amanda Liu

String Orchestra

Ryan Bogutz, Phillip Chehet, Jessica Do, Claire Handley, Julie Le, Kevin Lee, Peter Ma, Nicholas Rochino, Federica, Arianna Fontinilla, Will Givner, Sul, David Yang, Jaryd Mia, Kelly Zhou, Bobby Zografos, Nilthish Baba, Ishan Bose, Jamin Chen, Soverno Chen, Samuel Han, Jukia Hablak, Aditya Harohalli, Chae Kang, Daniel Kim, Johnathan Kim, Monica Khan, Anne Lin, Larry McCay, Amber Robertson, Alexandra Zarafis, Bonnie Zheng, Allyson Zhou, Amy Chen, Laura Morella, Autumn Robinson, Connor Rath, Shanti Rayudu, Marcos Villa, Devon Bender, Jenna Camacho, Gilana Levavi, Molly miraglia, Aiden Sulkin, Katherine Trauger, Timothy Vargas, Eric Chuong, Jina Ok Justin Ok, Jonathan Trauger, Vincent Wu, Timothy Lum, Alex Simhony
Jazz Lab Band

Tanner Smith, Albert Huang, Pranav Iyer, Brian Curreri, Dan Kornak, Mike Langmuir, Caleb Murtha, Noah, Vineberg, Mike Weaver, Lizzie Perlman, Brooke Treiman, Dan Kelly, Allison Klein, Joe Tighue, Sam Donsky, Nick Cornatzer, Matt Butchberg, Timonty Lum, Ben Turner, Patrick Oberstaedt, Adam Crognale, Nick Kepron

Jazz Standards

Patrick Oberstaedt, Noah Ritz, Evan Klein, Mason Kramer, Peter Frank, Peyton Pleninger
Chorus

Chansons
Allison Abiva, Rebecca Adap, Molly Apple, Kathryn Aylesworth, Juliet Bender, Thea Camba, Harshleen Chawla, Gabi Cohen, Winnie Cross, Michelle Curren, Leah Downie, Nicole Dublado, Ilaina Edelstein, Erika Estrada, Lauren Feldman, Hannah Fiegel, Lauren Furlow, Sarah Fumani, Sarah Gagarin, Dana Giglio, Adriana Godwin, Dana Gordon, Jamie Gottlieb, Monica Handley, Jessica Haney, Sapir Hayon, Lauren Herman, Emily Hinlicky, Abby Hoffman Sarah Hong, Gabrielle Hummel, Grace Hwang, Theresa Johnson, Sarah Kahn, Nabuha Kahn, Kaitlin Kim, Anna Komar, Yael Kortsarz, Abigail Kramer, Gabriela Lopez, Olivia Marcelli, Samantha Mauthner, Megan McCanney, Casey McKown, Morgan McNaughton, Sydney Meadow, Zoé Mellienger, Amrita Mitra, Mollie Morrow, Rebecca Neff, Parkinson Madeleine Oppenheim, Ivonna Parkinson, Ilbinye Peterside, Mira Pomerantz, Alexis Rebock, Gabrielle Renaud, Shelby Robbins, Kayla Schorr, Molly Schultz, Lily Schwartz, Elisabeth Siegel, Age Slaton, Abigailke, Stoeltzer, Rachael Tung, Amelia Verrecchio, Rachel Vefesi, Samantha Waldman, Rebekah Warfel, Sarah Whitty, Jessica Winn, Amelia Zaieski

Concert Choir
Rebecca Ambrosino, Josh Bartel, Paul Bauer, Mike Bhular, Jessica Bryant, Eric Busler, Jacc Calalo, Rachael Cavener, Natalie Chaswell, Aaron Chan, Joshua Cohen, Paul Crozier, Lorna Diamond, Drew Duboff, Justin Garcia, Gabrielle Goldman, Jared grika, Jessica Haney, Dylan Judge, Madlyn Kates, Harlenm Kaur, Richard Kirby, Aaron Krivehchenia, Mildred LaVigna, Samantha Ledvin, Leah Mashioff, Megan Morris, Najmuhsar Niazz, Tarryl Ogalo, Kshama Parekh, Sarah Potts, Sarah Powers, Emily Reeve, Mackenzie Ropka, Liat Rosov, Evan Rubinovitz, Katherine Russo, Eric Schindler, Sydney Sneppard, Jamie Simon, Angela Sun, Madison Taylor, Nicole Torres, Tommy Trieu, Yoni Weiss, Sarah Wolkoff, Hannah Yankowitz, Reece Young
East Singers

Rachel Adap, Marissa Adler, Olivia Altman, Monica An, Molly Apple, Shawn Bartel, Kyle Beauchemin, Samantha Benson, Ryan Berlin, TJ Bourne, Katherine Braunstein, Evan Brody, Christian Buffs, Chelsea Campbell, Harshleen Chawla, Nicholas Cicco, Breileigh Clearfield, Azian Cobb-Davis, Syeda Das, Max Duboff, Maxwell Fayre, Sarah Fuman, Chance Gibson, Eric Grayson, Ian Griffiths, Katherine Harris, Nicholas Heinze, Lauren Herman, Christopher Herras-Antig, Max Hoffman, Jacobi Horner, Gabrielle Hummel, Patricia Irwin, Jeney Joji, David Kahn, Sarah Kahn, Samuel Kaufman, Nabiha Khan, Hannah Kim, Anna Koman, Paulina Levner, Amanda Lewis, Alexandra Marish, Alyssa Markowitz, Megan McCance, Casey McKown-Smith, Phoebe Millsbaugh, Zachary Mindel, Armita Mitra, Nicholas Montoya, David Nahum, Mirra Pomerantz, Dillon Reback, Kayla Schorr, Jeeyong Shun, Elisabeth Siegel, Sarah Sisland, Jack Tremper, Rachel Vetesi, Jesse Vigiliano, Gordon Wang, Rebekah Warfel, Michael Weaver, Rachel Weaver, Max Yankowitz, Brittany Yesner, Reece Young

Vocal Workshop

Small Groups

Belles
Katie Aylesworth, Katie Harris, Patty Irwin, Sarah Kahn, Yael Kortsarz, Olivia Marcelli, Mira Pomerantz, Elisabeth Siegel, Age Slaton, Sarah Sosland, Angela Sun, Abigail Stoetzer, Rachael Tung, Rachel Weaver

Casual Harmony
Kyle Beauchemin, TJ Bourne, Christian Butts, Nick Ciocco, Ian Griffiths, Chris Herras-Antig, Max Hoffman, Jake Homer, David Kahn, Mason Kramer, Nicholas Montoya, David Nahum, Dillon Rebock, Jack Tremper, Jesse Viggiano, Mike Weaver
Key of SHE

Olivia Altman, Chelsea Campbell, Brielle Clearfield, Winnie Cross, Nicole Dublado, Sarah Furman, Jessica Haney, Paulina Levner, Megan McCance, Phoebe Millsbaugh, Amrita Mitra, Kayla Schorr, Samantha Waldman

Madrigals

Molly Apple, Juliet Bender, Kate Braunstein, Max Faye, Lauren Feldman, Eric Grayson, Ian Griffiths, Max Hoffman, Hannah Kim, Richard Kirby, Sydney Meadows, David Nahum, Madeleine Oppenheim, Jack Tremper, Rachel Vestesi, Gordon Wang, Max Yankowitz, Brittany Yesner
Family of Actors...

Flowers For Algernon
Red Cast
Evan Brody
Marissa Adler
Dillon Rebock
Alison Nothnagel
Max Hoffman
Alexandra Maresh
Avi Natan
Amanda Lewis
Molly Apple
Patricia Irwin
Jack Tremper
Josh Murtha
Sarah Vetesi
Justin Accardi
Eric Zavadsky
Katie Aylesworth
Ben Levy
Alexis Diaz
Yael Kortzarz
Abigail Kramer
Amelia Zaleski
Jackie Orlando
Jon Wallace
Zoe Mellenger
Lior Algrably
Melanie Kramer
Hannah Yankowitz
Bethelly Jean-Louis
Ezra Nugiel

Nemur's Party Guests/Concert Goers
Cedric Middleton
Alyssa Luma
Aaron Abrams
Jamie Ackerman
Stephen Hoffman
Rachel Ackerman
Emma Silverstone
Ezra Nugiel/Yoav Varadi
Marina Ceneviva
Jon Wallace
Bethelly Jean-Louis/Jane Sul

White Cast
Ryan Berlin
Sarah Kahn
Brandon Weinberg
Sarah Sosland
Max Yankowitz
Patricia Irwin
Nicholas Heinze
Elisabeth Siegel
Brittany Yesner
Annie Lipsett
Anthony Cornatzer
Brandon Adams
Lily Schwartz
Andrew Zaleski
Richard Kirby
Sarah Gagarin
Drew DuBoff
Chloe Goldstein
Rachel Odland
Dana Gordon
Alexis Rebock
Kat Konefsky
Richard Kirby
Leon Pintel
Natalie Chadwell
Sara Wolfgang
Gabby Hummel
Jane Sul
Yoav Varadi

Dany Trommer
Drew DuBoff/Ben Levy
Spencer Lincoln
Alexis Diaz/Chloe Goldstein
Yael Kortzarz/Rachel Odland
Abigail Kramer/Dana Gordon
Jackie Orlando/Kat Konefsky
Amelia Zaleski/Alexis Rebock
Melanie Kramer/Sara Wolfgang
Hannah Yankowitz/Gabby Hummel
Aida

Family of Actors...
Red Cast
Elisabeth Siegel
Max Hoffman
Patricia Irwin
Jack Tremper
Marissa Adler
Justin Accardi
Zach Hamm
Brandon Weinberg
Lior Algrably

Aida
Radames
Amneris
Zoser
Nehebka
Mereb
Pharaoh
Amonasro
Zoser's Wife

White Cast
Chelsea Campbell
Evan Brody
Sarah Kahn
Dillon Rebock
Ashley Cooper
Cedric Middleton
Avi Natan
Jacob deBlecourt
Lior Algrably

Strongest Suit: Women of the Palace
Sarah Fumari, Sarah Sosland, Ruby Goldstein, Bethelly Jean-Louis, Rachel Vetesi

Strongest Suit: Back up Bathers
Brittany Yesner, Dana Gordon, Danya Trommer, Jackie Orlando, Lily Schwartz, Sarah Vetesi, Molly Apple, Lior Algrably, Katie Aylesworth, Abigail Kramer, Alyssa Luma, Emma Thurman, Elizabeth Hallinan, Allison Shapiro, Alexis Rebock, Yael Kortsarz

Fashion Show Models
Alyson Nothnagel, Rachel Odland, Gabi Cohen, Devon Leslie, Amanda Lewis, Allison Abiva, Lauren Hollowniczky, Hannah Yankowitz

Amneris's Slaves/Dressing Girls
Sara Wolfgang, Natalie Chadwell, Leon Pintel, Elizabeth Hallinan

Egyptian Soldiers/Guards
Stephen Hoffman, Jared Camacho, Yoav Varadi, Ben Levy, Sam Kaufman, Eric Zavadsky, Andrew Zaleski, Drew DuBoff, Jack Breslow, Anthony Cornatzer, Aaron Abrams

Ministers
Avi Natan, Jonathan Wallace, Richard Kirby, Pierce Kenny, Josh Murtha, Max Yankowitz, Jacob deBlecourt, Ryan Berlin, Brandon Weinberg, Ezra Nugiel

Captured Nubians
Jackie Orlando, Dana Gordon, Marissa Adler, Allison Abiva, Sarah Gagarin, Ruby Goldstein, Samantha Mautner, Sarah Fumari, Ashley Cooper

Nubians

Museum Goers group 1: Prologue

Museum Goers group 2: Epilogue
Brittany Yesner, Alexis Rebock, Bethelly Jean-Lewis, Elizabeth Hallinan, Justin Accardi, Dayna Trommer, Katherine Trauger, Gabi Stahl, Josh Murtha, Jaclyn Orlando, Cedric Middleton

Exotic Dancers
Ruby Goldstein, Sarah Sosland, Jackie Orlando, Brittany Yesner, Katie Aylesworth, Rachel Vetesi, Elizabeth Hallinan, Lily Schwartz, Leon Pintel

Banquet Slaves
Sarah Wolfgang, Natalie Chadwell, Spencer Lincoln, Sreyo Das, Madison McDevitt, Jamie Gottlieb, Melanie Raush, Emma Myer, Chloe Goldstein

Nile Dancers
Spencer Lincoln, Brittany Yesner, Alexis Rebock, Emma Myer, Bethelly Jean-Lewis, Ashley Cooper, Dana Gordon, Allison Shapiro, Sarah Wolfgang, Allison Abiva, Marissa Adler, Jamie Gottlieb, Lior Algrably, Gabby Goldman, Sarah Fumari, Leon Pintel, Natalie Chadwell, Alyson Nothnagel, ZOE MELLINGER, Yael Kortzar, Kat Konefsky, Sreyo Das, Alyssa Luma
Performing Arts Family...
Activities
"At Cherry Hill East, a new day begins at 2:30."
- Doctor Vivone
Eidolon

Editor in Chief: Zachary Mindel
Assistant Editor in Chief: Peter Lewis

Sports Editors: Max Guralnick and Scott Ansel
Sports Staff: Brandon Stern and Matt Stern

Undergraduate/Graduate Editors:
Mary Vange and Dani Roth

Activities Editors: Annie Zheng and Emily Muench
Activities Staff: Bonnie Zheng
Advisor: Doctor Vivore

Academics Editor: Ilaina Edelstein
Academics Staff: Jonathan Pezzner, Josh Cohen, Eric Gorenstein, and Ari Sokolow

Performing Arts Editors: Elezabeth Tilsner, Ally Deas, and Allison Carusi

General Staff: Eric Gorenstein, Ari Sokolow, Josh Cohen, and Jonathan Pezzner

Photographers: Lindsay Gorsen, Jake Tennenbaum, Samantha Zive
African-American Club

Agape Club
David Kim, Eddison Chen, Eric Kim, Hannah Lam, Jency Joji, Jennifer Lee, Jennifer Lim, Jonathan Kim, Kristen Li, Lawrence Feng, Rachael Tung, Renee Tam, Simon Chen. Officers: Jeeyong Shin, Kaity Kim, Monica An. Ms. Real (Advisor)

Animal Rights Club
Anna Liang, Emily Potash, Eva Eng, Jeffrey Eng, Jill Murphy, Kira Marrero, Lia Yamamoto, Madison Taylow, Megan Hanifin, Nicole Brooks, Rumayasa Asim, Sabah Lala, Sanobar Lala, Sarah Potts. Advisors: Ms. Roin and Ms. Levy

Anime Club

Art Club
Allison Kritz, Griffin Hogrogian (Pres), Dana Chafetz, Jacky Lu, Jake Tennenbaum, Katie Carlson, Matt Berg, Meghna Shanker, Monica Handley, No’ad Shanas, Samantha Goodwin, Shari Bodofsky (Pres), Tyler Haas, Wendy Sherman, Mrs. Morgan (Advisor)

Badminton Club
Aaron Chan, Alden Sutkin, Angela Sun, Daniel Kim, David Tang, Dip Patel, Gabi Tran, Grace Shen, Jacky Lu, Jake Walsh, Jerome Malaron, Jordan Lee, Julie Le, Larry McCay, Ludwig Von Gabriel, Matt Fontanilla, Max Bliss, Nicholas Montoya, Peter Zhang, Phil Chehel, Rachael Tung, Shane Hsae, Sujay Desai, Darren Hwang, Vy Le, Daniel Yoo (Secretary), Ronell Corpuz (President), Sam Yoon (Vice President), Tin Vu (Vice President), Wesley Chiu (Vice President). Ms. Whitcraft (Advisor)
Breakdancing Club
Aaron Chan, Aaron Chung, Aiden Sutkin, Albert Huang, Annie Zheng, Audrey Zhao, Bonnie Zheng, Christian Butts, Christian Termine, Darren Huang, David Deng, Dennis Quach, Ed Shu, Eddison Chen, Emmanuel Lee, Enrique Savillo, Hao Chen, Jacob Lapinson, Jerome Malaron, Joshua Cohen, Jungwoo Byun, Kevin Lee, Larry McCay, Liam Burke, Monica Khan, Nicholas Montoya, Noah Fitz, Phil Chehet, Shreshth Awadhiya, Sujay Desai, Timmy Hui, Vy Le, Xavier Cruz, Dean Sosa (Disciplinary Officer), Romell Corpuz (Pres), Sam Yoon (Assistant Pres), Tin Vu (VP). Wesley Chiu (Secretary). Ms. Whitcraft (Advisor)

Chess Team/Club
Adina Weiss, Drew DuBoff, Eric Schindler, Evan Rubinovitz, Hari Asuri, Jacob Sobel, Maryia Oreshko, Michael McCaulley, Rahie Patel, Rui Zhang, Srihari Shankar, Victor Wei, Zach King, Officer: Ed Shu, Eric Babitz, Max DuBoff, Yoni Weiss. Mr. Rouen (Advisor)

Chinese Culture Club

Classics Club
Alana Okur, Allison Kritz, Allison Stulb, Alyssa Poletti, Christina Stanczyk, Dani Roth, Dor Tillinger, Evan Klein, Helens Sirken, Jake Siegel, Jay Park, Jerome Malaran, Justin Moulic, Maria Timusuk, Matt Buono, Matt Dipati, Matt Shrawley, Max DuBoff, Mike Pierce, Shelby Goodwin. Officers: Lauren Poletti, Nikhil Shukla, Rachel Brill, Ms. Smaldore (Advisor)

Cum Laude Society
Marissa Adler, Daniel Berkowitz, Ryan Berlin, Madeline Berman, Shari Bodolsky, Anastasia Bowes, Christian Butts, Simon Chen, Steen Dan, Sage Desai, Sara Downie, Sarah Ewensky, Amanda Friedman, Matthew Graudeli, Ian Griffiths, Sumin Iyer, Sarah Kehn, Evan Klein, Seth Krivchenka, Glana Levavi, Claudia Lo, Jacky Lu, Kaylin Magosin, Liam Mahoney, Alexandra Mares, Maya Mintz, Marcelle Nicolas, Michael O'Shaughnessy, Rebecca Padesky, Jordan Parent, Mrs. Pomerantz, Jenna Salom, Caroline Saxon, Ben Schwartz, Elisabeth Siegel, Jennifer Silver, Sarah Stagner, Mairis Sultan, Mariam Teller, Benjamin Thomson, Daphne Vardadi, Sarah Woods, Helen Xia, Christopher Yeh, Kathy Zhang, Dymn Oh (President), Zoe Schlesser (VP), Nikhil Shukla (VP), Conrad Kramer (VP), Eric Babitz (Treasurer), Sabrina Deutsch (Secretary) Advisors: Mr. Semus and Ms. Rinhehart
**DECA**
Andrew Cohen, Andrew Hrubiy, Annie Zheng, Brooke Beatty, Chelsea Campbell, Cindy Zhu, Darielle Sheppard, Darren Hwang, Devon Leslie, Dillon Rebock, Dor Tillinger, Emily Rimdzius, Evan Bloom, Gianna Palma, Griffin Dabritz, Ilham Qurashi, Jared Wright, Justin Rosen, Katarina Koziol, Leah Singer, Luke Bonanni, Megan Thompson, Meghan Gabaly, Mikey Blatt, Sam Berman, Sungkwang Oh, Tommy Chung, Zachary Kovach. Advisors: Mr. DeWolf, Ms. Ford, Ms. Hagar

**Demogorgon**
Anna Qin, Ashlee Cliff, Daria Martin, Janna Doane, Josh Cohen, Jude Diito, Kevin Chen, Lanxi Li, Liz Potts, Loreena Avery, Maryla Oreshko, Maya Butler, Maya Jones, Nicole Young, Ruthy Tucker, Tiffany Wu. Officers: Emilia Kij, Freya Thanner, Genna Coleman, Cat King, Kailyn Cohen. Ms. Silverstein (Advisor)

**East Biology Association**

**East Chemistry Society**

**East In Action**
**Eastside/ Eastside Online**

Alex Grayson, Allie Grossman, Giana Levavi, Haley Schultz, Jacob Borowsky, Jenna Wilson, Kayla Schorr (Editor-in-Chief), Kaylin Magosi (Editor-in-Chief), Keshav Amaro, Marlee Zeitz, Maya Mintz, Meghna Kothari, Nick Ciocco, Rachel Cohen (Editor-in-Chief), Thomas Hudson, Mr. Gagliardi (Advisor)

**Environmental Club**


**Fashion Club**


**Fellowship of Christian Athletes**


**Filipino Culture Club**

Forensics Club
Andi Leff, Annie Zheng, Ashley Cooper, Bonnie Zheng, Carrie Liu, Harshleen Chawla, Katie Stagner, Kristen Hearn, Marc Nicolas, Rebecca Padersky, Sarah Stagner, Sumun Iyer, Vy Le, Kathy Zhang (Pres), Helen Xia (VP), Marcelle Nicolas (Secretary). Ms. Hall (Advisor)

French Club
Alexa Hopp, Alice Furman, Alyssa Cayerbyab, Amanda Ketterer, Amanda Wallace, Amy Chen, Andreas Samuels, Anna Qin, April Horton, Arianna Fontanilla, Ashley Cooper, Ashley Ferrante, Bailey Cohen, Bashheer Jones, Bethelly Jean-Louis, Bianca Maggio, Cedric Middleton, Christina Kerr, Daihy Coleman, Dana Yi, Danielle Deterville, Elise Gouldstein, Emelia Keller, Emily Deharta, Emily Lander, Emma Parker, Federica Sul, Gabi Stah, Gabrielle Tran, Hope Dickson, Isabel Kaufman, Ishan Bose, Jackie Orlando, Jacob Ropka, Jade Clark, Jake Walsh, Jill Ranes, Joanna Wisniewski, Julian Grayson, Justin Garcia, Kaiti Bennett, Kayla Kinster, Kelly Zhou, Kyah Kelly, Kyle Tumanda, Leon Pintel, Lizzie Loesner, Mari Leong, Maryia Orestchko, Michael Guaracino, Molly Miraglia, Nihan Shanasi, Olivia Gross, Philip Wennewein, salmon Fakhr, Sam Donaky, Sandra Aloe, SanSan Xia, Shant Boskian, Sydney Walden, Sophia Reznik, Sung Kwang Oh, Sydney Faria, Tyler Darby, Victor Wei, Victoria Young, Zoe Moore, Sidney Helen & Jamie Heier (Presidents), Chloe Goldstein (VP), Madame Sallard (Advisor)

Future Engineers Club
Aaron Molotsky, Andrew Bowen, Hannah Chen, Jesse Stiller, Jon Kim, Kevin Ren, Lee Rosen-Swol, Peter Ma, Rachel Rivera, Rhyfan Shariff, Rob Bica, Sam Yoon, Tommy Chung, Yash Mehta, Zev Rosenbaum. Officers: Liam Mahoney & Peter Zhang, Ms. Hinrichsen (Advisor)

F.O.P. Holiday Party Committee
Brooke Beatty, Callahan Scott, CJ Yeh, Daphna Varadi, Jillian Coleman, Matt DeMalo, Meghna Kothari, Sami Dunoff, Sierra Doolin. Mr. Davis (Advisor)

Future Doctors of America
Aaron Chung, Abigail Hong, Amy Papaeftathiou, Ashley Cooper, Dan Kim, Harleen Kaur, Harshleen Chawla, Ina Park, Jina Ok, Joanna Wisniewski, Jonathan Rozenberg, Manasi Thirunoothi, Peter Ma, Phillip Korth, Rachel Rivera, Richard Ni, Sahab Lala, Sandra Alex, Sanobar Lala, Tommy Chung. Officers: Jenny Gao, Rong Xiang, Erika Young, Dan Jang, Ezra Brooks. Dr. Achilly (Advisor)

Gay-Straight Alliance
Alex Catalano, Andrew Muller, Claire Handley, Colin Coen, Freya Thanner, Jake Hershman, Jeffrey Eng, Jimi Butler, Julia Henson, Katie Carlson, Maya Butler, Nicole Grant, No'ad Shanas, Renee Handley, Tess Holtzman. Officers: Emily Reeve, Melanie Kramer, Monica Handley, Morgan Cohen. Mr. Hall and Ms. Varon (Advisors)
German Club
Andrew Bowen, April Horton, Bogdan Vitoc, Christina DiCriscio, Colm Del Duke, David Golikow, Derek Defretes, Dillon Holder, Dustin Giordano, Ethan O'Neil, Gabby Calder, Gennaro DiColandrea, Harrison Faulkell, Jack Tremper, Jeffrey Eng, Jen Horton, Jim Butler, Joey Tignhue, Justin Semple, Katie Aylesworth, Kevin Flameg, Kyle Baker, Liam Burke. Matt Cusick, Matthew Cusick, Megan Cusick, Patrick Bevington, Paul Bauer, Rachael Elliott, Tanner Smith, Victor Mangano, Dylan Pogue (President), Amanda Gairo (Vice President), Deanna Martin (Treasurer), Raleigh Flach (Secretary), Eric Flanagan (Historian), Nathan Heney (PR), Ms. Feinleib (Advisor)

Habitat for Humanity
Alex Rodriguez, Alexa Ahranjil, Aiyia Yu, Alii Carusi, Alix Dees, Andi Latt, Ariel Kamen, Becky Deer, Brandon Weinberg, Danielle Schweitzer, Daphna Varadi, Devon Leslie, Emily Lewis, Eric Thompson, Grammati Papiotis, Jackie Tignhue, Jazzlyn Sullivan, Jenna Myers, Jessie Abrams, Jordan Gomer, Jordan Parent, Julia Pressant, Katie Harris, Katie Stagg, Leilana Pinti, Lja Yammamoto, Mac Bliss, Marc Nicolas, Matt Stouf, Matthew Potts, Molly Taylor, Peter Lewis, Poojie Patel, Rachael Kolinis, Rachel Vetsi, Rebecca McCormack, Ryan Berlin, Sabrina Deursh, Sarah Evenovsky, Sarah Stagner, Sayon Chadurji, Tuba Macbolu, Tuesday McDonald, Thomas Hudson, Caroline Sawn (Presidents). Student Leader Exec. Board: Liam Mahoney, Jordan Stein, Cameron Butts, Rebecca Cohen, Olivia Altman. Mr. Console & Ms. Rion (Advisors)

Indian Culture Society

Global Affairs Weekly
Benny Breslau, Brandon Adams, Brandon Younie, Frankie Rossett, George Breen, Greg Waxman, Han Asuri, Ian Murphy, Jake Tennenbaum, James Burke, Jesse Stiller, Leah Mashioff, Lydia George-Koku, Matt Fontanilla, Morgan Cohen, Ryan Federline, Shane Haar, Sri Datla, Stephen Huff, Tim Satterlee. Officers: Sam Lyon, Josh Simon, Jared Wright. Mr. Console (Advisor)

History Club
Annie Zhang, Carrie Liu, Eva Eng, Gilana Levavi, Jacob Sobel, Jamie Goodwin, Lydia George-Koku, Naj Niaz, Sumen Iyer, Tyler Haaz. Sheldon Goodwin (President), Jeffrey Eng (Vice President), Marcelle Nicolas (Secretary), Mr. Howard (Advisor)

Key Club
Aaron Chan, Aaron Chung, Alex Paganata, Chloe Goldstein, Dan Jang, Daphne Varadi, Dean Sosa, Dip Patel, Darren Hwang, Evan Klein, Jake Rudin, Jeremy Welsch, Jina Ok, Jordan Gomer, Jordan Lee, Jordan Parent, Kyle Beaucheman, Mahir Sultani, Mason Kramer, Matt Buono, Matt Dipatri, Maxwell Bliss, Mike Cho, Mike Pierce, Molly Taylor, Romell Corpuz, Shane Haar, Shrihari Datla, Sunjay Desai, Vy Le, Welsie Chiu. Officers: Daniel Kim, Jay Park, Lawrence Feng, Nikhil Shukla, Sam Yoon. Ms. Smaldore (Advisor)
Korean Culture Club

Math Club
Nikhil Shukla, Rui Zhang, Kevin Chen, Grace Shen, Jake Walsh, Hannah Chen, Rachel Lim, Angela Sun, Anna Qin, Madlyn Kate, Peter Ma, Hannah Lam, Maryia Oreshko, Miku Fujita, David Yang, Raj Patel. Presidents: Steve Hsu & Daniel Jang. Mr. Semus (Advisor)

Mime Company

Mock Trial Team
Alon Goldfinger, Ameet Oanono, Andrew Richman, Anna Qin, Hari Asuri, Ian Wolf, Ishan Bose, Kayla Kinsler, Cullin Poresky (officer). Ms. Gonzalez (Advisor)

Multi-Cultural Day Committee
Lawrence Feng, Nikhil Shukla, Jay Park, Arisa Komatsu, Madlyn Kates, Jenny Gao, Helen Xia, Mahir Sufian, Audrey Zhao, Monica An, Amy Chen, Elena Tran, Cindy Zhu, Rebecca McCormack, Kaitly Kim, Miku Fujita, Grabrielle Tran, Grace Shen, Amanda Liu, Chelsea Campbell, Bogdan Vitoc, Dante Encarnacion. Ms. Cajigas, Ms. Caplan & Ms. Morris (Advisors)

Namaste Club (Yoga)
P.A.V.A.S
Alex Maresh, Allie Belz, Allyson Nothnagel, Alison Wooten, Amanda Lewis, Andi Leff, Brandon Weinberg, Courtney Capehart, David Nahum, Dillon Rebock, Evan Brody, Hallie Wilmes, Jami Lapinson, Jena Salem, Joy Dickson, Katie Carlson, Kevin Brown, Logan Lassin, Lola Cezair, Lydia Huber, Marissa Adler, Marie Jemas, Maura Roncace, Max Hoffman, Max Yankowitz, Miriam Teller, Molly Apple, Monica Handley, Nicole Rotkowitz, Nicole Taylor, Paula Zarotti, Peter Lewis, Rachel Vetesi, Rebecca Padernsky, Ryan Berlin, Sarah Evenosky, Shari Bodofsky, Shayna Grinbergs, Tess Holtzman, Tyler Haaz, Zach Hamm. Mr. Kovnat & Ms. Morgan (Advisors)

Photography Club
Amanda Keller, Bree Baer, Braxton Neff, Daniel Li, Danielle Schwartz, Dipjoyoti Chakravarty, Emily DeHart, Emma Silverstone, Grammati Pappafotiathiou, Gabrielle Tran, Ishan Bose, Jyonna Parkinson, Jenna Myera, Jenna Wilson, Jessica Kopew, Madlyn Kates, Maria Panteleous, Maya Tsukamoto, Megan Csuleck, Miku Fujita, Nayomi Kim, Niki Boparai, Nina Goodman, Nisha Praputhi, Peter Lewis, Rebecca Neff, Rebekah Rotstein, Rodine Anglicka, Sarah Stagni, Shannon Taylor, Sidney Heiser, Sinja Kriete, Synique Orange, Tueday McDonald, Wendy Sherman, Zachary Kovach, Zachary Mindel, Andi Leff (Pres), Rebecca Padernsky (VP), Shayna Grinbergs (VP). Mr. Kovnat (Advisor)

Pop Culture Club
Bernadette Davis, Brent Britchkow, Christina DiCriscio, Danielle Rosenthal, Derek DeFrates, Eric Flanegin, Justin Semple, Kamila Samelko, Kasia Krzton, Kemily Chen, Kristen Fleming, Nathan Hengy, Noah Podolnick, Patrick Gillooly, Tommy Trieu. Gennard DiColandrea and Sergio Parsi (Officers) Ms. Whitcraft (Advisors)

Project Success
Carrie Liu, Dym Oh, Genesis Almonte, Leonora Perez, Marcelle Nicolas, Melissa LaVigna, Monica Perez, Nancy Zheng, Tyler Haaz. Officers: Izabella Catrambone, Jason Fabi, Lana Gerstein, Lydia George-Koku. Mrs. Holiday (Advisor)

Programming Club
Akash Chakrannery, Alan Janvis, Asher Rothstein, Aviv Bervin, Conrad Kramer, Dana Chafeiez, David Jai, Evan Klein, Evan Pierce, Jake Karasik, Jon Harris, Jonathan Rozenberg, Rhiyan Shariff, Srirah Datla, Temuulen Gansukh, Thomas Markowitz, Mike Borinski (Founder), Jared Wright (President), Billy Groble (VP), Anthony Sec (3D Design Head) Dan Berkowitz (Java/Python), Ms. Hird and Ms. Friedman (Advisor)
Quills and Keys
Amy Chen, Anthony Cornatzer, Christina Leichel, Cole Young, Daria Martin, Elizabeth Potts, Gilana Levavi, Jacky Lu, Jake Walsh, Jennifer Truong, Jude Dintino, Julie Benbassat, Kailyn Cohen, Lanxi Li, Lauren Stout, Loreena Avery, Maya Butler, Maya Jones, Mira Pomerantz, Shari Bodofsky, Tiffany Wu. Maia Silver & Ruthy Tucker (officers). Mrs. Smaldore (Advisor)

Rubik's Cube Club
Alon Goldfinger, Angela Sun, Anna Qin, Ben Schwartz, Hope Dickson, Kevin Chen, Mandi Leong, Rachel Tung. Dana Yi (officer). Mrs. Burgess (Advisor)

Spanish Club
Christian Butts, Drym Oh, Wesley Chiu, Sarah Evenosky, CJ Yeh, Daphna Varadi. Ms. McVeigh and Ms. Boswell (Advisors)

Robotics Club
Aaron Molotsky, Alec Silverstone, Amir Nazari, Ben Johnson, Billy Tran, Bogdan Vitoc, Bryan Cheung, CK Yeh, Connor Roth, Cullin Poresky, Dana Chaetetz, Emily Reisman, Eugene Lee, Hannah Chen, Hari Gouda, Huy Vo, Ian Bernard, Ikenna Njoku, Jack Siu, acush Liutud, Jaehoon Lo, Jake Tenenbaum, Jared Sand, Jared Wright, Jason Fish, Jesse Stiller, John Tomuson, Jonathan Lee, Justin Chan, Justin Oo, Keith Babitz, Kerna Tsukamoto, Kevin Babitz, Louis Yeung, Marc Nicolas, Matt Fontanilla, Matthew Cusick, Matthew Seidman, Michael Borenski, Nikolai Kosarc, Heyyan Shariff, Ryan Back, Ryan Sherlock, Sammy Breslau, Shane Haar, Shruthi Awdhiya, Siddharth Lakshman, Srihari Dabla, Tanner Smith, Tian Vo, Zach Diks, Jeremy Welach (President), Officers: Conrad Kramer, Lewis Cohen, Max Bliss, Mr. Diks (Advisor)

Science Olympiad Team
Aaron Molotsky, Alan Jarvis, Alex Liu, Angela Sun, Arth Sharma, Afta Nair, Avi Natan, Benny Breslau, Cullin Poresky, Darren Hwang, David Yang, Ed Shu, Grace Shen, Hannah Chen, Jake Walsh, Kaitlyn Boyle, Katie Kim, Kathy Zhang, Kevin Pang, Medlyn Kates, Mahir Sultan, Miku Fujita, Nikhil Sharma, Pranav Iyer, Raj Patel, Ravi Brijan, Officers: Evan Tucker, Ezra Brooks, Lawrence Fong, Nikhil Shukla, Peter Zhang, Rui Zhang, Sagar Desai, Sam Yoon, Mr. Barski and Ms. Casey (Advisors)

Stage Crew
Alex Manoff, Alexis Diaz, Alison Mauthner, Allison Shapiro, Andrew Shapiro, Andrew Zaleski, Anthony Cornatzer, Ariel Sabati, Brandon Adams, Brianna Dumont, Chris Nothnagel, Colin Meyers, Emma Myer, Emma Thurman, Faith Hoystead, Samey Monica, Hallie Wimko, Hannah Sauer, Hannah Yorkowitz, Hunter Berkowitz, Jacob DelBecourt, Jake Tenenbaum, Jardin Cassell, Joey Rovers, John Traiger, Jon Leonetti, Jonah Cohen, Joshua Cohen, Katie Carlson, Keenan McElwee, Laura Vitale, Lauren Hellewinkski, Logan Lassie, Lydia Huber, Maddie McDevitt, Maeghan Griffith, Matt Fontanilla, Matt Propp, Matthew Buchberg, Max Fye, Monica Handley, Naomi Burton, Nicole Rios, Peter Lewis, Rafi Brenn, Rebecca Padersky, Richard Oliver, Ruby Goldstein, Sam Brenner, Sam Goodwin, Samuel Kaufman, Supriya Shirinivas, Tessa Holtzman, Zachary Minzler, Mr. Gambino & Mr. Weaver (Advisors)
Student Government Association
Ross Peterzell (President), Evan Bloom (VP), David Linsky (VP), Sam Amon (VP), Eric Grayson (VP), Zachary Friedman (Publicity Specialist). Ms. Germscheid (Advisor)

Ultimate Frisbee Club
Daniel Kim, Faith Safak, Frankie Rossetti, Greg Incollingo, Jake Rudin, John Bohem, Jordan Gomer, Keith Babitz, Kevin Babitz, Matt Buono, Max Bliss, Michael O'Shaughnessy, Srijani Datla, Zach Kelly. Officers: Christian Butts, Eric Babitz, George Breen, Kyle Smith, Shane Haar. Mr. Rosenberg (Advisor)

Thespian Society
Amanda Lewis, Alexis Diaz, Allison Abele, Alyson Notnagel, Andrew Shapiro, Andrew Zaleski, Anthony Coratzer, Ariel Sabatini, Brandon Adams, Britanny Yeiner, Chloe Goldstein, Dana Gordon, Dillon Rebock, Drew DuBoff, Evan Brody, Hallie Wimkes, Jack Burton, Jake Tennenbaum, Jon Leonetti, Josh Murtha, Kat Konofski, Katie Carlson, Keenan McEwes, Lily Schwartz, Lior Aigrabey, Lydia Huber, Maeghan Griffith, Marissa Adler, Matt Fontanilla, Matt Propp, Matthew Buchberg, Max Hoffman, Max Yankowitz, Molly Apple, Monica Handley, Nicholas Heinze, Nicole Rossielli, Patricia Irwin, Rafi Brinn, Rebecca Padersky, Richard Kirby, Richard Oliver, Sarah Kahn, Sarah Furnari, Sarah Sosland, Tess Holtzman, Zachary Hamm, Zoë Mellenger, Alexandra Maresch (Pres), Ryan Berlins (VP), Logan Laidsh (VP), Elizabeth Siegel (Secretary), Rachel Vetesi (Historian), Brandon Weinberg (Publicity Chair), Mr. Weaver (Advisor)

Video Game Club
Aviv Benun, Ben Gorman, Dylan Belsky, Gianluca Pugliese, Jacob Lapinson, James Haines, Michael Borinski, Paola Cancelllo, Phillip Korth, Tiffany Wu. Officers: Asher Rothstein & Evan Rubinovitz. Mr. Pedrick (Advisor)

Vietnamese Culture Club
Aaron Chan, Annie Zheng, Ariel Yin, Bonnie Zheng, Carrie Liu, Dym Oh, Gabrielle Tran, Hadi Quazi, Helen Nguyen, Hsiumei Chung, Jaryd Yia, Jon Trieu, Julie Le, Lauren Stout, Mira Pomerantz, Nabiba Khan, Naj Niaz, Sehrish Khan, Simon Chen, Tommy Trieu. Presidents: Jennifer Truong, Shantili Nguyen, Vy Le. VP: Dalena Nguyen, Tommy Chung. Ms. Nguyen (Advisor)

World Affairs Council
Seniors, Class of 2014
Amit Alboher, Brooke Beatty, Dan Berkowitz, Cameron Butts, Tommy Chung, Maddy Berman (pres), Frank Kelly(VP), Azlan Cobb, Jared Dashevsky, Samantha Elkan, Lawrence Feng(VP), Jenny Gao, Abe Granoff, Katie Harris, Sam Lyons, Rachel Manyin, Gianna Palma, Jay Park(VP), Jake Russ, Leah Singer, Billy Spitzer, Megan Thompson, Jackie Tighue, Cj Yeh, Ms. Breen & Ms. Germscheid (Advisors)

Sophomores, Class of 2016
Matt Armendinger, Robin Brown(VP), Emily Cao, Brett Dashewsky, Marli Ehrlich, Adi Eylon, Mitchell Finkelstein(VP), Matt Fleisher, Sam Greenberg, Allie Grossman, Benji Grossman, David Kahn, Ally Lazarus, Hanna Manders, Drew Meikinsky, Priya Mistry, Charlotte Montgomery, Emily Mosgowsky, Kennedy Omar(Pres), Cole Parsons, Cassidy Rosen-Swell, Lee Rosen-Swell(VP), Josh Salkin, Grace Shen, Mr. Gagliardi & Ms. Radbill (Advisors)

Juniors, Class of 2015
Alex Blaker, Jena Blum, Adel Boyarsky, Jeff Braun, Haley Cohen, Amanda Feldman, Sarah Goldberg, Sofia Gracias(VP), Darren Hwang(VP), Patti Irwin, Leonidas Katsikis, Jordyn Kopelson, Lauren Kotler, Jessica Li, Luisa Martins, Aaron Molotsky (VP), Pooja Rambia, Lokesh Shah, Daryn Stevens, Josh Swerdloff, Sam Snyder(pres), Tin Vu, Dayna Wachman, Nicole Zaso. Mrs. Melograna & Ms. Smaldore (Advisors)

Freshman, Class of 2017
Sofia Benedetto, Annie Blum, Sara Cassano, Kevin Chen(VP), Michael Chiusano, Skye Colton, Courtney Finnegan, Tobi Friedman, Sungkwan Oh (Pres), Jordyn Elkan(VP), Elise Goldstein, Gabrielle Gracias, Shayna Gutin, Jack Hampton, Josh Kagan, Priya Kavuru, Haley Pawliczek, Maddie Phillips, Giancarlo Santo, Ryan Savitch, Devon Stevens, Josh Synder, Max Winograd, Julia Wolf(VP). Ms. Dorety & Mr. Figueroa (Advisors)
Events
WE WELCOME YOU TO COUGAR COUNTRY!
Back to School Night
Spirit Week
Powder Puff
Faculty Show
Charlie and the College Factory
Senior Trip

Senior Class Trip 2014
World Class Vacations
Salvi

Congratulations my babies!

There are two things in life for which we are totally unprepared...
Sunny

...twins.

Love,
Mommy, Richard,
Marky, Sky & family
Kristen Hearn

Kristen,
Trust me, the Best is yet to come!
Love,
Tim!

Kristen Hearn

Kristen,
Before you were born we dreamed about the young woman you would become. You have turned out even better than our best dreams! You are going to do amazing things!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Shari Bodofsky

Shari,
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments!
You're motivated, talented and inspirational.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Matthew
Jessica Filippone

Jess,
We are so proud of you. Always keep your lively spirit. Your positive attitude will continue to bring you success. The best is yet to come.
Love always,
Mom, Dad and Danielle

Alisa Verratti

Congratulations Alisa!
You make us proud everyday.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Kevin

Michael Pierce

Michael:
You have made us all so proud. You have grown into a fine young man. Continue to follow your dreams.
We love you.
Mom, Dad & Morgan

Jordan Friedman

Congratulations!
We are all so proud of you and what you accomplished!

Best of luck at Rowan!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Hunter & Jake
Daniel Berkowitz

"The best way to predict the future is to invent it"
Alan Kay

We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.

Love always,
Mom, Dad,
Michael, Jacob and Leo

Rachel Ehrenberg

We are so proud of you! We know this is just the beginning because you have what it takes to make your dreams come true.
We love you!
Mom, Dad and Rebecca

Jordyn Michele

We are so proud of you! Your future is full of amazing things. You will always be our JB Baby!

Love, Mommy, Chelsea and Ethan
You were born singing and have kept us entertained and smiling ever since. We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments.

We'll miss you next year, but we know the best is yet to come!

We love you very much,

Mom, Dad, Jordana, Andrew, Grandma, Papa, Saba & Safta
Samanatha Lea Elkan

There is no better friend than a sister, And there is no better sister than you! I will miss you next year. Congratulations, Love, Jordyn

Matt Lever

We are very proud of you!! Great Job! Can't wait to see what you'll do next! Love, Mom, Dad, Justin, Dylan & Ava

Mollie and Sabrina

"Everyone has a "bestfriend" during each stage of your life-only a precious few have the same one."

Srihari Raju Datla

Dear Chittikonda, Congratulations. Its been amazing watching you grow from young boy to fine young man. You've always made us proud. Good luck for your future endeavors.

Amma, Nana, Abhi, Ammama, thatayalu, Nanama

Sami Brooke

Sami, Always keep your face toward the sunshine and shadows will fall behind you. Always and forever, Mommy and Daddy
Congratulations Joseph! We love you very much and are proud of all your accomplishments. Follow your dreams remember nothing is impossible with patience and determination. "Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts." Winston Churchill "Whatever the mind can conceive and Believe, it can ACHIEVE." Napoleon Hill Love, MOM, DAD, GIANNA, AND FRANCESCA
Alisa, Isabelle, Jordyn, Leah, Kaila, Sierra

~Ain't nobody messin' with our Clique~
Dear Hyerin,
Congratulation!!
We are so proud of all you have accomplished.
You have brought immeasurable happiness and joy to our lives.
God has everything planned for you!

We love you so much!
Mom and Dad

The friendship of Dillon Rebock and Hayley Aaronson

Autograph Space:
Brandi F Creagh

Seems like yesterday you would come to me and say, "Daddy I have a boo boo." Now you are grown up and I wish you all the best life has to offer. Remember, like Walt Disney said,"All of our dreams can come true-if we have the courage to pursue them."

Love,
Daddy

Jacob Alexander Russ

Our little boy isn't so little anymore! Congratulations on your graduation, Jake! You have a bright future ahead. We are so proud of you! We love you!
Mom, Dad, Tyler & Miranda

Dillon J Impagliazzo

Dillon, We are so proud of your accomplishments. Have great success in college.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Daphna, Rachel, Sarah, and Nicole

"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget."

I love my crazy, ratchet, sassy, fat, gorgeous, smart, weird, amazing best friends.

BABs Forever <3

Katie & Zoe

Teammates on the court
Best friends off the court

ERIC THOMPSON

Eric, we are so very proud of you! At East, you spent time doing things you loved most: STM Youth, DECA, Habitat & EastSide. You worked hard & achieved much. The future holds great things! Congrats!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Stan
Super 6

Jackie, Katie,
Maura, Morgan,
Paula, Rachel

"No matter the
distance between us,
or the changes that
will start,
we'll be best friends
forever,
because nothing can
keep us apart."
Maria Timusck

Dear Maria,
We are so proud of the young lady you have become. We can't wait to see the great things you will do in your future!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Gabriella

Molly and Ilana

"If you're alone, I'll be your shadow. If you want to cry, I'll be your shoulder. If you want a hug, I'll be your pillow. If you need to be happy, I'll be your smile... But anytime you need a friend, I'll just be me."
- Unknown

Sarah, Sarah, Molly, Marissa, and Elisabeth

"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words."
"It's hard to find people who will love you no matter what. I found three of them"

-Sex & the City
"Good friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget."

.Brooke.Sierra.
.Leah.Katie.
Gianna Palma

Gi,
We are so proud of everything you have accomplished and know you are bound to do great things! You have a bright future ahead of you!

We love you,
Dad, Mom & Anthony
"One's company, two's a crowd and three's a party."
Gianna & Brooke

A true friend is difficult to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget...
Destin Marcus Nufable

For all that you are
And all that you will be.
We are very proud of you!
We love you very much!

Follow your Dreams! You will accomplish great things!

Love your biggest fans,
Mom, Dad, Shy, Kaly and Fhia

Chelsea Campbell

Congratulations!!
We are so proud of you. You have had an amazing 4 years thriving in your many talents. Always strive to be your best for God and be true to yourself. We love you.

Mom, Dad, Shaney & Isaiah
*** The Campbell Family ***
My wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want it to. Your dreams stay big and your worries stay small.
-Rascal Flatts

It has been our joy watching you grow into the amazing young woman you are today. Continue to face the future with excitement and curiosity...your next chapter awaits.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Olivia, Lauren, Paco and Ella
We are so proud of all of your accomplishments and the man that you have become. Keep your passion for hard work and you will be successful awe.

Aaron Zucker

Congratulations, Aaron! The best is yet to come! We are so proud of all your accomplishments! We Love You! Cole, Jane, Mom, Dad and Theo & Isabel!

Billy Spitzer

Billy, Congratulations. We are so proud of you. You're the best!! Love, Mom and Dad

Chelsea Campbell

Congratulations!! I am so proud of the beautiful young lady you have become. Always "Believe There are No Limits to What You Can Become"

Love you,
Momo
Congratulations Class of 2014
From EEW Ice Hockey Club

EEW Varsity Team

EEW JVA Team

EEW JVB Team
Ross David Peterzell

I am so proud of all your accomplishments thus far and I am excited to see where your journey takes you.

STAY TRUE TO WHO YOU ARE.

I love you,
Mom

Annie, Jess, Monika

You're never going to make the catch if you're too scared to let go in the first place.

Michael Borinski

Mikey,
We are so proud of all your accomplishments. Congratulations! We all love you!
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Anna and Bo
Dear Bianca,
We are so proud of you! You are a wonderful daughter, a great friend and teammate to all. We wish you luck as you continue to play softball in college. Your hard work and dedication are undeniable.

Love You Always,
Mom, Dad, Tina, Rocco and Riverso
xoxo
Best of Luck!
Alyssa

To our first baby girl...Your mom and dad are so proud of you. It is with a tear in our eyes that we watch you take that first step into adulthood. You have grown to be a wise and mature young woman. You have accomplished so much and are confident that you will succeed in anything you do. Good luck in college and we love you!!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nick, Brianna and Shadow
Congratulations!

Andrew Cohen, Ross Peterzell, Tommy Smierciak, Austin Wetzler, Zach Friedman, Evan Bloom, Jared Dashevsky, Abe Granoff, Billy Spitzer, David Nahum, Danny Berkowitz, David Linsky, Matt Segal

Good luck in college - the best is yet to come!

#friendsforever
"All good things must come to an end, but I wouldn't have wanted it to end any other way or with any other people."

Anastasia ♡ Caroline ♡ Daphna ♡ Katie ♡ Leah ♡ Maddy ♡
Mollie ♡ Nicole ♡ Rachel ♡ Sabrina ♡ Sara ♡ Sarah ♡ Zoe
Griffin Stockton Hogrogian

Sounds of laughter, shades of life
Are ringing through my open ears
Inciting and inviting me.
Limitless undying love,
Which shines around me like a million suns,
It calls me on and on across the universe.

Congrats, Griff. We love you.

Marissa Aimee Adler

"We’ve heard it said, that people come into our lives for a reason, bringing something we must learn..."

Mitzi...

What we have learned from you is that perseverance, dedication, and love are the very building blocks to live by. You are here for so many reasons and we are all so lucky that you are. Wherever you take this beautiful life and wherever it takes you, it will be wonderful. We are so proud of you and we love you with all of our hearts.

Love,
Mom & Dad, Beth & Jon,
Jean & Mike and Gizmo
Dear Alan
A special gift from God - you made our lives full of joy, fun and love. We have watched you grow into an independent, honest and remarkable young man. Go after your dreams. Set your sights high. You will reach the stars. We love you.
Mom, Dad, Clayton, Michala, Grammy
Dear Brett and Rachel,
We are so proud of both of you and all of your accomplishments. May your post graduation years be as GREAT as you two are together.
Love,
Elise, David, Alex, Kyle, Laura, Tod and Samantha

Dear Aaron,
Words can't even begin to express how proud we are of you. You are on your way to success! We love you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Jacquelyn, Lauren and Sara
This Trend is a Hoot
The wise, wide-eyed owl is popping up everywhere as a whimsical motif in jewelry and accessories.

Tris Trumps Katniss
Amazon.com announces that pre-orders for Allegiant, the final book in the Divergent trilogy by Veronica Roth, are outselling the final book in the Hunger Games trilogy.

Smooth Move
Kids take over the family blender to make quick, healthy fruit and veggie smoothies for breakfast or afternoon snacks.

Zombies Invade Pop Culture
Zombies walk and feed among the living in hit movies, popular television shows, and trendy costume parties.

New Hair Hues
Hairsylsts report that their customers, male and female, are asking for ombre hair color that starts dark at the roots and becomes gradually lighter toward the ends.

Nutritious Candy
The Gatorade® brand introduces G Endurance® Carb Energy Chews, a sweet treat that contains carbohydrates and B-vitamins for athletes.

A New Twist
Pretzels are the latest fast food. Fast food restaurants introduce new sandwiches on pretzel buns. Pretzel-based snack foods soar in popularity.
Better With Bacon
It's not just for breakfast anymore. Trendy restaurant chats and home cooks add bacon to everything from appetizers to desserts.

Sundays should be 30 hours so I have more time to put off doing my homework...

Advertisers Connect With Social Media Users
Consumer brands like Ford and The Home Depot are featured on Someecards, the humorous electronic greeting cards users share on Facebook.

#hashtag

Capture and Share the World's Moments
instagram is a fast, beautiful and fun way to share your life with friends and family. Take a picture or video, choose a filter to transform its look and feel, then post to Instagram — it's that easy. You can even share to Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and more. It's a new way to see the world.

Everyone's Using Social Media Hashtags
The Twitter hashtag helps users connect to trending topics, entertainers, sports figures, and consumer brands get in on the act.

World's Most Powerful Celebrities 2013
1. Oprah Winfrey, $77M
2. Lady Gaga, $80M
3. Steven Spielberg, $100M
4. Beyonce Knowles, $53M
5. Madonna, $125M
6. Taylor Swift, $55M
7. Ben Jovi, $79M
8. Roger Federer, $71M
9. Justin Bieber, $56M
10. Ellen DeGeneres, $56M

Dessen Fans Welcome New Novel
Young adult fiction writer Sarah Dessen releases her twelfth book, The Moon and More, about a young woman who is about to leave her coastal hometown for college.
Nadal Wins 13th Grand Slam
Spanish tennis great Rafael Nadal triumphs over his Serbian opponent Novak Djokovic at the U.S. Open to claim his 13th Grand Slam title.

Serena Wins in Queens
Tennis champion Serena Williams wins her 17th Grand Slam by defeating Victoria Azarenka for the women's singles title at the U.S. Open.

Tiger Tops the Tour
Golfer Tiger Woods tops the 2013 PGA Player of the Year final standings for the 11th time in 16 seasons as a PGA Tour professional.

Winter Olympics

Johnson Picks Up Six-pack
NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson wins his sixth Sprint Cup championship and finally lives up to his Twitter hashtag, #6Pack.

Huston Rolls to Gold
Eighteen-year-old skateboarder Nyjah Huston takes home the Street League Skateboarding Gold at the X Games in Los Angeles.

Twin Sisters Seek Gold in Sochi
The first set of twins to play women's ice hockey in the Olympic Winter Games return to Team USA. Monique and Jocelyne Lamoureux compete in Russia.

Bobsled Team Seeks Second Olympic Gold
The U.S. four-man bobsled team travels to the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi, hoping to win a second consecutive gold medal.

Curling Teams Compete in Sochi
Team USA sends men's and women's curling teams to compete for Olympic Gold at the Ice Cube Curling Center in Sochi, Russia.
Top Five Athletes With the Largest Twitter Following:

1. Cristiano Ronaldo, 22M
2. Ricardo Kaká, 17M
3. LeBron James, 10M
4. Neymar Júnior, 9M
5. Shaquille O'Neal, 8M

Lynx are WNBA Champs Again
The Minnesota Lynx win their second WNBA title in three years, finishing the sweep with an 86-77 win over the Atlanta Dream.

Spurs Can’t Take the Heat
In the final game of the NBA championship, LeBron James and the Miami HEAT defeat the San Antonio Spurs 95-86.

Seahawks Win Super Bowl
The Seattle Seahawks achieve a decisive 43-8 victory over the Denver Broncos to claim the Lombardi Trophy in Super Bowl XLVIII at New Jersey's MetLife Stadium.

Mayweather Rules the Ring
Boxer Floyd Mayweather, Jr. defeats light middleweight rising star Saul "El Canelo" Álvarez at the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas.

Sox Win the Series
As the Fenway Park crowd roars, the Boston Red Sox beat the St. Louis Cardinals 6-1 in Game 6 of the World Series.

Teen Golfer Goes Pro
New Zealand golfer Lydia Ko, 16, is admitted to the LPGA tour even though the minimum age is 18. She is the youngest person ever to win a pro golf tour event.
Thicke Rules the Summertime Charts
Robin Thicke's "Blurred Lines," with guest vocals from T.I. and Pharrell Williams, is the unofficial song of the summer, selling more than six million MP3 downloads.

Swift Rules the AMAs
Taylor Swift takes home four American Music Awards trophies, including Artist of the Year, for a career total of 15 AMA awards.

Searching for Jay Z
Google releases a year-end list of most searched songs. Jay Z is the only artist with two songs among the Top 10.

Lorde Lands a Hit with "Royals"
Seventeen-year-old Ella Maria Lani Yelich-O'Connor, better known as Lorde, is the first New Zealand solo artist to have a No. 1 song in the United States.

One Direction
The band, famously known to fans as 1D, releases their second studio album, Midnight Memories, and 3D concert film, This Is Us.

Soundtrack Features Platinum Alt Rockers
The soundtrack for The Hunger Games: Catching Fire includes "Who We Are" by Imagine Dragons, whose first album Night Visions is certified platinum.

Bruno on the Ball
Singer-songwriter Bruno Mars is tapped to perform in the Super Bowl XLVIII halftime show.

Rapper Recruits for the ACLU
Macklemore releases a video encouraging fans to join the American Civil Liberties Union, a nonpartisan nonprofit that protects free speech and other rights.
Florida Georgia Line Sees Double at CMA Awards
Tyler Hubbard and Brian Kelley of Florida Georgia Line take home two trophies for their single, “Cruise,” at the Country Music Association Awards.

Redman Receives Six Awards
Singer-songwriter Matt Redman won six 2013 GMA Dove Awards, including Song of the Year and Songwriter of the Year for “10,000 Reasons (Bless the Lord).”

The People Choose Pink

Justin Timberlake
Timberlake Tops Twice
Justin Timberlake’s The 20/20 Experience—second of 2 album debuts at No. 1 on the charts, his second chart-topping album of the year.

Most Downloaded Songs of 2013
1. Thrift Shop by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis
2. Blurred Lines by Robin Thicke
3. Radioactive by Imagine Dragons
4. Just Give Me a Reason by Pink
5. Can't Hold Us by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

Katy Roars
Katy Perry's power pop song, “Roar,” the first single from her fourth album, Prism, tops music charts in the United States and eight other countries.

Eminem and Rihanna Pair Up
Eminem invites Rihanna to collaborate on “The Monster,” a track that combines his rhymes with her melodic pop hooks.
Detroit Files for Bankruptcy

Citing debts amounting to $18 billion, Detroit files for Chapter 9 Bankruptcy protection. It is the most populous American city in history to go bankrupt.

American Fugitive Finds Asylum in Russia

Edward Snowden, a former National Security Agency contractor who leaked classified documents, is granted temporary asylum in Russia.

Congress Ends Government Shutdown

A budget bill that raises the nation's debt ceiling is signed by President Obama, ending a 16-day shutdown of the federal government.

World Mourns Madiba

The death of South Africa's first black president, the anti-apartheid activist Nelson Mandela, inspires heartfelt tributes around the world.

ObamaCare Launch Marred by Website Glitches

Open enrollment for health insurance begins at healthcare.gov; users are frustrated as the website freezes and crashes repeatedly.

The Health Insurance Marketplace is Open!

Find new health care options that meet your needs and fix your budget. Apply for coverage that can begin as soon as January 1.

The Year's Largest Typhoon Hits the Philippines

Typhoon Haiyan, one of the strongest storms in recorded history, swept the Philippines with heavy rains and wind gusts up to 235 mph.

Prize Awarded to Malala

Sixteen-year-old Malala Yousafzai, a Pakistani activist dedicated to education for girls, receives the International Children's Peace Prize.

Xbox's Biggest Launch Ever

In its first 24 hours, the Xbox One™ console sells one million units worldwide, making the debut the most successful in Xbox history.
Time Magazine Announces its 16 Most Influential Teens of 2013

1. Lorde, 17
2. Lydia Ko, 16
3. Nick D’Aloisio, 18
4. Missy Franklin, 18
5. Kendall Jenner, 18
6. Kylie Jenner, 16
7. Dante de Blasio, 16
8. Mutia Youssafzai, 16
9. Kierman Shipka, 14
10. Irouut Budinsetenau, 19
11. Malia Obama, 15
12. Maya Van Wagenen, 15
13. Justin Bieber, 19
14. Beth Reekles, 17
15. Chloe Grace Moretz, 16
16. Halsey Steinfield, 16

Concussion Concerns Prompt Equipment Improvements
Sporting goods manufacturers respond to parents’ worries about concussion injuries by making helmets more protective.

Hillary Clinton Resigns Secretary of State Post
After serving four years as the nation’s 67th Secretary of State and achieving high approval ratings, Hillary Clinton steps down. Her replacement is Sen. John Kerry.

Minimum Wage Workers Rally for a Raise
In state and municipal elections, Democrats are backing efforts to increase the minimum wage. The wage hike is strongly supported by voters.

Minimum Wage
WE CAN NOT LIVE ON $8!

Washington Redskins Owner Defies Protestors
Daniel Snyder, owner of the District of Columbia’s NFL team, is unmoved by a series of protests that claim the team name is offensive to Native Americans.

Pope Francis Urges Church to Change Its Ways
Pope Francis preaches compassion in his 84-page manifesto “The Joy of the Gospel,” in which he urges Catholics to address the needs of the poor.
A Sinister Future Calls for a Clever Heroine
The first book in Veronica Roth's dystopian trilogy is adapted for the big screen. Shailene Woodley stars as Beatrice "Tris" Prior in Divergent.

The First Avenger Comes Back for Seconds
Marvel's Captain America returns to the big screen to stop a shadowy assassin in Captain America: The Winter Soldier.

A Classic Romance for a New Generation
Downton Abbey creator Julian Fellowes adapts the story of Shakespeare's star-crossed lovers for the big screen in Romeo & Juliet.

Meanwhile, in Middle Earth
Bilbo Baggins treks across the silver screen in The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug, the second of a three-part series based on the J.R.R. Tolkien novel.

A Real-life Pirate Story
When desperate Somali pirates hijack the American cargo ship MV Maersk Alabama, its captain undergoes a life-threatening ordeal in Captain Phillips.

A Heroic Success
Thor saves the universe from the dark intentions of the evil Malekith as Thor: The Dark World earns more than $500 million worldwide.

A Gifted Teen Masters Games of War
Andrew "Ender" Wiggin is a brilliant boy recruited by the military to help save Earth from an invasion of evil aliens in the sci-fi thriller Ender's Game.

Frozen Gets a Warm Reception
Critics and audiences fall for Disney's Frozen, the computer-animated musical tale of princess siblings, a magic snowman and a kingdom trapped in eternal winter.
Transformers Return to Theaters
Earth is once again in danger as humankind contends with the dangers of technology and the struggle between good and evil in 
Transformers 4: Age of Extinction.

Catching Fire
Katniss Sets Box Office Ablaze
Box office receipts of $161 million from the first weekend of The Hunger Games: Catching Fire set a record for the best November opening of all time.

Astronaut Movie Hits the Stratosphere
Gravity, a feature film starring Sandra Bullock and George Clooney as astronauts in danger, earns a record-breaking $55.6 million on its opening weekend.

2013 Box Office Sales Domestic
1. Iron Man 3
2. The Hunger Games: Catching Fire
3. Despicable Me 2
4. Man of Steel
5. Monsters University
6. Frozen
7. Gravity
8. Fast & Furious 6
9. Oz: The Great and Powerful
10. Star Trek Into Darkness

Spider-Man Swings Back for a Sequel
New York is once again threatened by evil villains with formidable powers. Andrew Garfield returns to play the title role in The Amazing Spider-Man 2.
Controversy Surrounds Social Networking App

Ask.fm, a social networking app where users post questions and comments anonymously, is linked to cyber bullying.

Vine of the Times

Vine, the new social video network where people upload six-second mini-movies, called “Vines,” attracts more than 40 million users in just 10 months.

Game Builds Success Block by Block

Minecraft, an open world game that gives players the freedom to shape their own worlds, hits $33 million in sales across all platforms.

Mobile Gaming Fans Welcome Adventure Game Sequel

With more than a million downloads in less than three days, the new Temple Run 2 is one of the year’s most successful apps.

Even Parents Know What it Means

The term “selfie,” coined by social media users to describe self-portrait snapshots, is officially added to the lexicon by dictionary publishers.

Fox Video is a Viral Hit

“The Fox (What Does the Fox Say?),” a music video by a Norwegian comedy team, Ylvis, goes viral with more than 192 million views on YouTube.

Hump Day Ad Garners Heaps of Shares

GEICO’s “Hump Day” ad, starring an annoyingly gleeful camel, is one of the year’s most popular, with more than 4 million shares on social media.
Candy Crush

Top App Downloads of 2013
1. Candy Crush Saga
2. YouTube
3. Temple Run 2
4. Vine
5. Google Maps
6. Snapchat
7. Instagram
8. Facebook
9. Pandora Radio
10. Despicable Me: Minion Rush

Apple's New iTunes Radio™
Apple introduces iTunes Radio, where online subscribers can hear selections based on songs they've purchased.

Pictures Disappear on Social Media
Teens share photos fleetingy on Snapchat, a popular app where content disappears after only one to ten seconds.

They Get the Boy and the Prize
"I Got a Boy," by Girls' Generation, a Korean K-Pop group, wins the top prize at the first-ever YouTube Music Awards.

Game Company Cashes In
The company that produces Candy Crush Saga reports earnings of $650,000 per day from users who pay to unlock premium features.

Smartwatch Sells Well
Despite so-so reviews by technology columnists, the Galaxy Gear smartwatch achieves better-than-expected sales.
Fallon Earns an Earlier Bedtime
Jimmy Fallon hosts Saturday Night Live before leaving his Late Night with Jimmy Fallon time slot to replace Jay Leno as host of The Tonight Show.

Alice's Wonderland Comes to Life
In the ABC spin-off drama Once Upon a Time in Wonderland, a girl in Victorian London is caught between the real world and a magical wonderland.

A Case of Mistaken Identity
A misunderstanding about an accident results in unexpected popularity for an outsider high school girl on the MTV sitcom Awkward.

Mystery Series Casts a Spell on Teens
Fans of supernatural thrillers tune into Ravenswood, a spooky spin-off of the popular series Pretty Little Liars on the ABC Family network.

Stealing More Than Gold and Kingdoms
For the second year in a row, Game of Thrones, HBO's fantasy drama, tops the TorrentFreak list of the most pirated television shows.

Crime Saga Airs Final Season
The story of Walter White, a chemistry teacher and cancer patient turned meth producer, reaches its conclusion in season five of Breaking Bad on AMC.

A Man Around the House
Melissa & Joey, a sitcom about a woman who hires a male nanny to care for her niece and nephew, receives a nomination from the People's Choice Awards.
Sharknado Trends on Twitter
With more than 300,000 tweets during airtime, the Syfy channel's Sharknado, a disaster movie with so-so ratings, achieves breakthrough social media numbers.

Rookie Cop Show Wins Two Golden Globes
Brooklyn Nine-Nine, a new comedy on Fox, wins a Golden Globe award for Best Comedy Series; star Andy Samberg wins Best Actor in a Comedy Series.

Cable Providers Offer Netflix Streaming
Cable companies try cooperating with rival Netflix so customers can get streaming content straight from their cable boxes.

Glee Garners Awards
The Teen Choice Awards presents Glee with the award for Choice TV Show: Comedy. The musical comedy series also picks up eight People's Choice Award nominations.

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

2013 Most Searched People on Google
1. Miley Cyrus
2. Drake
3. Kim Kardashian
4. Justin Bieber
5. Beyoncé
6. Rihanna
7. Taylor Swift
8. Selena Gomez
9. Katy Perry
10. Kanye West

Horror Drama Is Most-watched
By the mid-season finale of its fourth season, AMC's The Walking Dead is the highest rated cable series in television history.
In the Hood
Hoodie pullovers aren’t just for the gym. The comfy, cozy, casual style is an everyday classic for cold-weather wear.

High-performance Sportswear
The compression shirt is designed with features athletes need: like fast-drying fabrics, heat-trapping layers, unrestricted stretch, and flat seams.

Yoga Pants Bend the Rules
Stretchy, comfortable yoga pants are a popular fashion choice, even among those who don’t know a plow pose from a downward dog.

Ten Largest Charities for 2013
1. United Way, $3.926B
2. Salvation Army, $1.885B
3. Task Force for Global Health, $1.660B
4. Feeding America, $1.511B
5. Catholic Charities USA, $1.447B
7. Food for the Poor, $891M
8. American Cancer Society, $889M
9. The Y-YMCA, $827M
10. World Vision, $826M

Abstract

Benjamin Gets a Makeover
A redesigned $100 bill is released into circulation. It features a 3-D security ribbon that will make it harder for counterfeiters to produce copies.

Customers Customize LeBron’s Shoes
Nike LeBron James basketball shoes can be personalized online. Shoppers can choose from a range of colors and graphics.

Super Mario 3D Debuts
Nintendo releases Super Mario 3D World for the Wii U® console. The video game is the sequel to Super Mario 3D Land.

Highest Selling NBA Jerseys for 2012-13
1. LeBron James, Miami Heat
2. Derrick Rose, Chicago Bulls
3. Kobe Bryant, Los Angeles Lakers
4. Kevin Durant, Oklahoma City Thunder
5. Carmelo Anthony, New York Knicks
6. Dwyane Wade, Miami Heat
7. Dwight Howard, Los Angeles Lakers
8. Deron Williams, Brooklyn Nets
9. Blake Griffin, Los Angeles Clippers
10. Rajon Rondo, Boston Celtics
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